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Part 1: Our Foundation

Part 1: Our
Foundation
Part 1: Our
Foundation
This Part 1: Our Foundation

provides an

overview of Siloam Springs’ regional context,
prior planning efforts, and an analysis of its
current state. This information serves as a
baseline for the planning process. This chapter
includes the following sections:
Community Overview
Planning Context
Community Snapshot
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Part 1: Our Foundation
Community Overview
Siloam Springs is the westernmost municipality
within

the

Fayetteville-Springdale-Rogers

Metropolitan Statistical Area. Situated on the
Arkansas-Oklahoma state line, between the metro
areas of Tulsa, Oklahoma, and Fayetteville,
Arkansas, the City serves as a major point of entry
for both states. US 412 supplies a trade route and
direct connection between the Tulsa market and
the Northwest Arkansas corridor along US I-49,
which serves Fayetteville, Springdale, Rogers,
Bentonville, Bella Vista, and smaller communities
in the vicinity. This corridor is home to several
Fortune 500 companies, including Walmart, Tyson
Foods, and JB Hunt. Siloam Springs is removed
from the north/south activity that traverses I-49
daily. However, it is a hub of activity that is uniquely
positioned to take advantage of that commercial
corridor as well as the Northeast Oklahoma
commerce generated by the Port of Catoosa and
the Tulsa metro area.
Siloam Springs has been growing for decades. The
entire area has been influenced by the growth of
Walmart and by amenities such as the Northwest
Arkansas National Airport, which is 30 miles from
Downtown Siloam Springs. Small communities
surrounding Siloam Springs, particularly Gentry to
the north, are growing as well.

Figure 1. Regional Context Map
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Planning Context
Planning Area
In Arkansas, the first- and second-class cities can
adopt a comprehensive plan and enforce land use
regulations.

However,

it

that

choose

Municipalities
comprehensive

plan

and

is

not
to

enforce

required.
adopt
land

a
use

regulations must establish a Planning Area
Boundary for which that city will prepare plans,
ordinances, and regulations.
Siloam Springs is a first-class city that has
established a Planning Area Boundary to prepare
and adopt plans to promote sound development
and guide future development. The comprehensive
plan is a policy document intended to guide
regulatory planning and zoning decisions.
The Planning Area Boundary encompasses the
City limits and the area approximately one mile
beyond the City limits (refer to Figure 2. Planning
Area Map). Within the Planning Area Boundary,
the City can prepare and adopt planning studies.
As it pertains to development regulations, such as
subdivision and zoning regulations, the City may
enforce subdivision and zoning regulations in the
City limits but may only enforce subdivision
regulations in the planning area.

Figure 2. Planning Area Map
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Part 1: Our Foundation
Previous Planning Efforts

Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP)
The current regional transportation plan, adopted in

Regional Plans
The

Northwest

Commission

Arkansas

(NWARPC)

Regional
is

the

Planning

Metropolitan

Planning Organization (MPO) for the region. This
agency oversees regional transportation planning
efforts and is authorized by the Governors of
Arkansas and Missouri to conduct federally
mandated 3C (Comprehensive, Continuing, and

March 2021, serves as a framework for continued
regional cooperation

National goals, along with input from regional
stakeholders, inform the structure and focus of
regional plans. The key regional transportation
goals for the 2040 MTP are:

transportation projects to be eligible for federal
transportation funds.

Connect NWA
The NWARPC is currently developing a 10-year
Arkansas. Except for a local para-transit service,
Siloam Springs does not have access to a public
transit system, and future services to the City are
not currently planned in Connect NWA.

transportation-related

initiatives.

Cooperative) planning processes required for

Transit Development Plan (TDP) for Northwest

on

•

Preserve and maintain infrastructure

•

Improve safety

•

Reduce congestion

•

Improve reliability

•

Improve regional mobility

•

Protect the environment

Each

goal

is

supported

by

strategies,

recommendations, and metrics for measuring
success

with

recommendations

implementation.
within

the

plan

Some
are

not

specifically applicable to Siloam Springs. However,
understanding

and

supporting

regional

transportation goals may offer funding and support
that would benefit local projects.

4 | Planning Context
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Part 1: Our Foundation
NWA Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plan (2015)
The bicycle and pedestrian master plan for
Northwest Arkansas (NWA), Walk Bike NWA, was
developed by the NWARPC and adopted in 2015.
The purpose of the plan is to connect the region
through a series of multi-use trails, on-street
facilities,

and

sidewalks

supporting

active

transportation and recreation.
The spine of the system, the Razorback Greenway,
is located east of Siloam Springs; however, other
facilities within the system do connect in and
around the City. The plan provides a regional
framework for policies, projects, and programs that
can be implemented at the local level with a focus
on the "Six E's":
•
•
•
•
•
•

NWA Open Space Plan (2016)

NWA Heritage Trail Plan

A regional approach to the conservation of natural

This Plan is included as an appendix to the

landscapes and open space in Northwest Arkansas

NWARPC’s

is envisioned through the NWA Open Space Plan.

(MTP) and focuses on creating a multi-modal

This plan documents a coordinated approach and

network based on three historic trail resources that

a voluntary effort to recognize the value in

traverse the region. The historic Butterfield

maintaining the region's natural beauty as it

Stagecoach Route, the Trail of Tears, and Civil War

continues to grow and urbanize. The NWARPC

trails. These historical resources supply unique and

commissioned this plan which was adopted in

interconnected

2016. The plan addresses:

interpretation, and transportation. The Civil War

•
•
•
•
•

Natural resources
Outdoor recreation
Heritage and cultural resources
Cores and corridors
Working lands

Metropolitan

Transportation

opportunities

for

Plan

recreation,

trail bisects Siloam Springs on a north/south route
that includes the core downtown district. There is a
historic site, Box Springs, found at the Siloam
Springs Country Club on the City's east side. Camp
Babcock, another historic location, is just west of
City Lake. Including these historic assets in the
overall bicycle and pedestrian network for the
region provides a way to connect meaningful

Engineering
Education
Encouragement
Enforcement
Evaluation
Equity

destinations, educate users about the area's
historical significance, and encourage active
transportation and recreation.

Catalyst projects are identified in the plan, and
individual action plans are included for each
community

within

the

planning

area.

The

connection between City Lake and the Kayak Park
is the highest priority project for Siloam Springs, in
the regional plan which also calls for future facilities
to connect to the nearby cities of Gentry and
Farmington. Sidewalk recommendations have
been reflected in the Siloam Springs Sidewalk and
Trail Connectivity Master Plan.

July 2022
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Part 1: Our Foundation
City Plans
2030 Comprehensive Plan: Forward

Siloam Springs Sidewalk and Trail

Siloam Springs (2008)

Connectivity Master Plan (2017)

The City's current comprehensive plan, Forward

This plan is focused on finding gaps in pedestrian

Siloam Springs, was adopted in 2008 following an

connectivity throughout the City. Missing sidewalk

extensive public engagement effort, including

segments are mapped, and a weighting system

surveys, visioning sessions, public meetings, and

applied to determine priorities and to direct the

regular steering committee meetings. The plan

timing and allocation of funds for construction

includes a set of core values used to shape

projects.

recommendations and connect the plan to input
received from the community. An overview of
existing physical, demographic, and economic
conditions provides a foundation for plan elements
that contain policy recommendations for future land
use, infrastructure, urban design, public facilities,
transportation, housing, economic development,

The plan is also used to inform development
requirements, including construction (or fee in lieu
of construction) of planned sidewalk and multi-use
trail facilities and dedication of easements and/or

Mid-Block Crossing Master Plan
The

Mid-Block

developed

in

Crossing
2018

to

Master
evaluate

Plan

was

pedestrian

crosswalk facilities at unsignalized locations within
10 areas of the City. The study provides guidance
about the type of controls, ranging from highvisibility crosswalks to hybrid beacons, that would
be most appropriate to support safe pedestrian
movements. The study presents recommendations
for improvements based on the type and number of
travel lanes of streets, factoring desirability as well
as engineering judgement.

right-of-way needed to complete the planned
networks.

and the environment. An implementation strategy
is included that defines recommended regulatory
and procedural changes to carry out the plan's
goals.

6 | Planning Context
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Downtown & Connectivity Master Plan
In the summer of 2014, the City adopted the Siloam
Springs Downtown & Connectivity Master Plan.
This policy document updated the vision and
recommendations in Forward Siloam Springs that
are specific to the downtown area and how it can
connect with other destinations within the City. The
5 to 7-year action plan was informed by extensive
community engagement efforts, including public
design sessions, group meetings, surveys, and an
open design studio. An illustrative master plan
shows how cornerstone ideas from the Plan should
be applied to specific areas and properties within
the

study

area.

The

Plan

includes

an

implementation strategy documenting resources as
well as action steps necessary to realize the
community's vision for downtown.

Other City Plans
Additional plans developed and maintained by the
City, such as the Street Maintenance Plan and City
Lake Management Plan

are operational as

opposed to policy oriented. They are important
tools

that

implement

policies

and

ensure

consistency and prioritization of resources.

July 2022
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Part 1: Our Foundation
Community Snapshot

Figure 3. City of Siloam Springs and Benton County Age and Sex Distribution

Baseline Data
The baseline data used for this Plan is the US

85+ yrs.

Census 2019 ACS (5-year summary) dataset. The

80 to 84 yrs.

2020 Census was conducted during the planning
process. However, at the time of production, only

75 to 79 yrs.

total population counts were available.

70 to 74 yrs.

Age and Sex
Age and sex trends within the population can
indicate needed services such as hospitals, parks,
schools, and community centers. Age and sex

65 to 69 yrs.
60 to 64 yrs.
55 to 59 yrs.
50 to 54 yrs.

distribution can also determine the housing types

45 to 49 yrs.

desirable to specific age groups.

40 to 44 yrs.

A large percentage of Siloam Springs' population is

35 to 39 yrs.

20 to 24 years old (approximately 13 percent male

30 to 34 yrs.

and 10 percent female). This means that many
young adults residing in the City may be attributed

25 to 29 yrs.

to the student population attending John Brown

20 to 24 yrs.

University. Siloam Springs has a significant

15 to 19 yrs.

percentage of the population within this age group

10 to 14 yrs.

in comparison to the County and the State (refer to
Figure 4).
The second largest age groups for both males and
females are under 4 years old (approximately 9
percent male and 10 percent female) and 15 to 19
years old (approximately 11 percent male and 8
percent female), which can also indicate a strong

5 to 9 yrs.
Under 4 yrs.
15% 13% 10% 8%

5%

Benton County Male
Siloam Springs Male

3%

0%

3%

5%

8% 10% 13% 15%

Benton County Female
Siloam Springs Female

presence of young families in the community. This
may be a result of a strong employment market or

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2019 5-Year Estimates

affordable housing stock.

8 | Community Snapshot
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The graph in Figure 4 shows the age comparison

Figure 4. City, County, and State Age Comparison

between the City, Benton County, and the State.
Overall, the City of Siloam Springs has a much
younger population than the County and the State,
specifically in the City's most dominant age groups
previously mentioned.
The largest percentage of the State's population is
within the 55 to 59 and the 20 to 24 age groups
(approximately seven percent in each). A higher
concentration of people in the older age groups
signifies an aging population. Communities with a
larger percentage of their population in age groups
at 65 years or above can anticipate higher demand
for medical services and other essential services
for the senior population. Since the opposite is true
for the City of Siloam Springs, the City can direct its
long-term efforts and financial investments in
recreational and community amenities to facilitate
the long-term residency of young professionals and
families in the community.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2019 5-Year Estimates

July 2022
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Part 1: Our Foundation
Household Types
Table 1 summarizes the household types in the
City of Siloam Springs, the County, and the State
in 2019. The U.S. Census Bureau classifies
households into four types: married couple family,
cohabiting couple, male householder, or female
householder.
More than half of the City's households are young
families consisting of either married-couple families
(51 percent) or cohabiting couple households (8
percent). As shown in Table 1, at least half of the
married couple and cohabiting couple households
have children under 18 years of age.
Although there is a large percentage of the City's
households consisting of either a male (15 percent)
or female householder (25 percent), it is important
to note that at least half of these households are
males and females living alone and not singleparent households. A similar trend is seen across
the County and the State.
Considering both the dominant age groups and
household types in Siloam Springs, the City's
recreational,

housing

stock,

and

community

services should aim to cater to young families and

Table 1. Household Types

SILOAM SPRINGS

BENTON COUNTY

ARKANSAS

51%

59%

48%

With own children of the
householder under 18 years

26%

27%

18%

COHABITING COUPLE HOUSEHOLD

8%

5%

5%

With own children of the
householder under 18 years

6%

2%

2%

15%

14%

18%

2%

1%

1%

9%

10%

13%

2%

2%

4%

25%

22%

29%

With own children of the
householder under 18 years

6%

5%

6%

Householder living alone

MARRIED COUPLE FAMILY

MALE HOUSEHOLDER
(No spouse/partner present)
With own children of the
householder under 18 years
Householder living alone
65 years and over
FEMALE HOUSEHOLDER
(No spouse/partner present)

13%

12%

16%

65 years and over

7%

6%

8%

TOTAL NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS

5,382

97,249

1,158,071

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2019 5-Year Estimates

young adults.

10 | Community Snapshot
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Race and Ethnicity

Figure 5. Race Distribution

Race and ethnicity are factors that help explain a
community's identity. Race is associated with
biological factors, such as facial features or hair
color, and ethnicity is related to cultural factors,
such as language and traditions.

Race
The largest racial group in the City of Siloam
Springs

consists

of

people

who

consider

themselves "white," making up 77 percent of the
total population, as shown in Figure 5. The second
two largest groups are people who consider
themselves "American Indian and Alaska Native
Alone" (approximately 8 percent) and "Two or more
races" (approximately 7 percent).

Ethnicity
Regarding the ethnic composition shown in Figure

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2019 5-Year Estimates
Figure 6. Ethnicity Distribution

6, approximately 78 percent of people consider
themselves "not Hispanic or Latino." while 22
percent of people consider themselves "Hispanic or
Latino."

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2019 5-Year Estimates
July 2022
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Part 1: Our Foundation
Household Income
Income is an indicator of buying power and is

– a 32 percent increase. Although the growth

residents

important to understand when identifying the kinds

difference was significant between the City and the

Headquarters in Bentonville. With the recent

of goods and services needed and desired in the

County during this time frame, the City did align

announcement of the company's headquarters

community. According to the U.S. Census Bureau,

with the general household income increase for the

expansion in 2020, the City may see a more

the median household income for the City of Siloam

entire

median

significant gap in household income in the future,

Springs increased from $38,750 in 2010 to $47,016

household income of $39,267 in 2010 and $47,597

given that this will generate an even greater

in 2019 – a 21 percent increase. During this same

in 2019 – a 21 percent increase.

employment base in Bentonville, which contributes

time frame, the median household income for

State.

Arkansas

reported

a

Benton County has a population with a higher

Benton County increased from $50,434 to $66,362

employed

by

the

Walmart

World

to the County's household income statistics.

household income, likely due to the number of

Figure 7. Household Income
25%

PERECENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS

20%
16%
14%

15%

10%

10%
5%

9%

10%

18%

19%

15%

17%

13%

7%

14%

2010

2019

2%

2%
0%

10%
9%
10%

4%

1%
0%

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2010 & 2019 5-Year Estimates
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Growth Trends

Figure 8. City of Siloam Springs Population Trend

As shown in Figure 8, the City of Siloam Springs
has historically experienced a steady growth rate.
The City's annual average growth rate from 2010 to

17,287

+ 1.4%

2020 was 1.4 percent. For comparison, the County

Annual Average

experienced a 3.1 percent annual average growth

Growth Rate

rate and the State a 0.5 percent annual average
growth rate during the same period. As previously

16,095

(2010-2020)

15,378

15,614

16,311

16,567

16,715

15,832

15,103

15,039
14,756

noted, the County's growth rate can be attributed to
the Walmart Headquarters in Bentonville, which
has served as a significant employer for the region
and attracting many new residents to the County.
Although the City's growth rate is slightly lower than
the County's, the City has grown faster than the
State.

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Part 2: Our Vision

Part 2: Our
Vision

Part 2: Our Vision

This plan is the result of a process designed to
encourage community participation early and
continuing throughout the process. This Part 2:
Our Vision outlines the engagement process
and key takeaways that guided the plan’s
development.

This

chapter

includes

the

following sections:
Planning Process
Vision Statement
Guiding Principles

14 | Community Snapshot
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Planning Process

Engagement

The comprehensive planning process occurred

vision statement. An action plan was then

over an 18-month process, between January 2021

developed to address the community's input,

and June 2022. The process began with the

including a set of goals and associated action-

development

to

oriented strategies to help the City achieve its

150+ attendees at 3 community

and

goals. Finally, metrics and milestones were

meeting events

document

of

a

the

community

existing

snapshot

conditions

characteristics of Siloam Springs (Part 1: Our

developed

Foundation).

Next,

progress over time. A full overview of the

through

Comprehensive

the

community

engagement

Plan

Advisory

Committee (CPAC) and community-wide events
led to the identification of key issues, guiding
principles for the Plan's recommendations, and a

to

measure

plan

implementation

community outreach program and input can be
found in the Appendix.

By The Numbers

750+ participants in online activities
26 local stakeholder interviews
7 CPAC meetings
3 joint workshops with the Board of
Directors and Planning
Commission

July 2022
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Part 2: Our Vision
Vision Statement
A vision statement is an encompassing statement
that describes the overriding needs and desires of
Siloam Springs' community, leaders, and other
stakeholders. Throughout the visioning process,
expressions of what Siloam Springs should
ultimately be in the future were discussed in a
collaborative environment. These expressions
were derived from issue identification and vision
meetings with the CPAC, as well as through public
meetings and an online survey, and were crafted
into the following statement:

“Siloam Springs is a modern, mid-sized city with a
small-town feel. We are a welcoming, safe, and
vibrant community celebrating our rich history and a
connection to the natural environment. With a pride
of place, we enjoy diverse and inclusive
neighborhoods, unique destinations, and thriving
businesses supporting our residents and the region.”

16 | Planning Process
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Guiding Principles
Eight guiding principles emerged from the community input process, as described below. These principles, along with the vision statement and goals, were used to guide
the Plan's development. Each recommendation within this Plan relates to one or more of these principles.

Inviting and inclusive
neighborhoods in a beautiful
natural setting showcase Siloam
Springs' unique community
character.

We value inclusiveness and
quality of life for residents of all
ages.

Siloam Springs offers active
lifestyle choices and services
that promote a sense of
wellbeing.

Downtown Siloam Springs
celebrates arts and culture,
local businesses, and the
history of the community.

Siloam Springs supports our
local business community and
attracts a wide variety of
employment options.

The City is connected
physically, culturally, and
socially through programs,
organizations, infrastructure,
and shared experiences.

The City is intentional and
transparent in its decisions,
serving as a conscientious
steward of the community's
resources.

The City celebrates the natural
environment as an essential
component of Siloam Springs'
unique identity.

July 2022
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Part 2: Our Vision
Goals
The plan’s goals were developed based on the community’s input and a review of existing issues facing Siloam Springs. The goals are organized by plan element,
and each element includes detailed strategies to help the City achieve the goal. Additionally, each goal has a set of associated metrics, which will be used over
time to track progress toward achieving the vision for our future.

Land Use

Transportation + Mobility

Housing

LU-1. Use the land use goals and strategies

TM-1. Proactively plan for roadway improvements and

H-1. Support a diverse range of housing

contained

connections.

choices.

TM-2. Leverage the US 412 corridor to promote a

H-2. Proactively address neighborhood

positive image of Siloam Springs.

conditions to preserve our existing

herein

to

guide

future

development.
LU-2. Promote compact and compatible
development

within

appropriate

infill

locations.

throughout the community.

LU-3. Preserve a natural greenbelt area

around the outer edges of the Planning Area
to mark entryways into Siloam Springs.
LU-4.

Ensure

that

the

City's

growth

management policies include best practices
for fiscally responsible development.
LU-5. Plan for future recreational amenities
to support projected population growth.
LU-6. Review opportunities to leverage local
assets for economic and quality of life
improvements.

TM-3. Promote pedestrian and bicycle connectivity

TM-4. Establish greenways and gateways to distinguish

the entryways into Siloam Springs.
TM-5. Evaluate alternatives for public transportation to
increase mobility within and through the community.

neighborhoods.
H-3. Ensure quality design of future housing
and neighborhoods.

Resiliency
R-1. Encourage development and building
practices that reduce negative environmental

Economic Development
ED-1. Build a strong and resilient economy that provides
a range of employment choices and economic
opportunities.
ED-2. In coordination with the Chamber of Commerce,
pursue business retention and recruitment efforts that
build on existing and emerging industry sectors.
ED-3. Support and expand existing business ventures in
Downtown, established commercial centers and
corridors, and planned commercial areas.
ED-4. Partner with the Siloam Springs School District
and local higher education institutions to strengthen

impacts.
R-2. Enhance the community's ability to
adapt to and recover from economic trends,
natural and manmade disasters, climate
variability, or other challenges.
R-3. Provide opportunities for healthy
lifestyle choices.
P-3. Expand our technology resources to
provide convenient and equitable access
across the community.
R-4. Support the development of a skilled and
knowledgeable workforce.

workforce development programs.

18 | Goals
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Community Character

Public Facilities + Services

CC-1. Develop community character and

P-1. Ensure that our built environment is

identity by recognizing key corridors and unique

accessible for all residents and visitors.

districts to leverage economic opportunity and
bolster a sense of place.
CC-2. Ensure community gathering spaces are
incorporated in future developments and
accessible for all residents.

P-2. Continue our current high level of services
as the community grows.
P-3. Expand our technology resources to provide
convenient and equitable access across the
community.

CC-3. Preserve the historic charm in and around
Downtown Siloam Springs.
CC-4. Protect our image as a desirable
community by enhancing the viewshed along
major corridors.
CC-5. Continue to serve as a center for arts and
culture.
CC-6. Improve parking wayfinding and location
services in Downtown.

July 2022
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Part 3: Our
Plan

Part 3: Our Plan

This Part 3: Our Plan includes the analysis and
recommended strategies for achieving the
community’s goals. This chapter includes the
following sections:
Land Use
Transportation + Mobility
Economic Development
Housing
Resiliency
Community Character
Public Facilities + Services

20 | Goals
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Land Use
The purpose of this chapter is to plan for the future

All of these collectively create the quality of life that

that is difficult to answer, but past indicators can

land use pattern in Siloam Springs. This begins

is so important in our daily lives. Consequently, it is

provide some insight to future demands.

with evaluating existing land uses, recognizing a

in the City's best interest to encourage the best

need to carry over existing development not

pattern of land use to serve its citizens and

expected to change within the next 20 years. From

businesses. This extends to fiscal considerations -

there, future land use types are developed to

how the land use pattern places Siloam Springs in

address

a fiscal position to support the community's desired

new

development

and

anticipated

redevelopment, driven by the community's vision
and goals and augmented by fiscal and market
data.

This section utilizes existing land uses, physical
features,

market

demands,

and

community

visioning to guide Siloam Springs' future land
development.

quality of life.
The pattern of land use in Siloam Springs has
evolved over many years to serve its residents. The

Many factors influence the way a city grows and

amount of acreage used for the various types of

defines its characteristics, but the pattern of land

land uses is largely determined by the market and

use is one of the most important components

demand for those goods and services. However,

affecting the way a city functions. The types of the

regulatory approaches can shape whether the

various land use in a community determine how it

market can act on the demand. How this demand

operates and provides public services. For these

will change in the coming decades is a question

reasons, the land use pattern impacts:
•

The type of services and products
available to businesses and residents;

•

Affordability;

•

The ability to provide services to residents
and businesses;

•

Connectivity and mobility;

•

Public health and safety;

•

The factors that contribute to the makeup
of the local economy;

•

The amount of public and open space;
and,

•

Longevity

of

land

use

and

road

infrastructure.
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Physical Features
The City of Siloam Springs is known for its spirited
community volunteerism and natural beauty. The
City initially gained prominence in the 1880s
because of the springs' medicinal qualities that feed
into Sager Creek.
Sager Creek flows for approximately 13.4 miles
and runs through the downtown area of Siloam
Springs. Sager Creek is a tributary of Flint Creek,
which feeds into the Illinois River. The Illinois River
is a tributary into the Arkansas River and part of the
Mississippi River watershed, the second-largest
drainage system in North America.
Siloam Springs sits in the Ozark Mountains
southern

region,

extending

over

Missouri,

Arkansas, Oklahoma, and a small segment of
Kansas. Dogwood trees, distinguished by their
blossoms, berries, and distinctive bark, blossom in
the Ozarks in mid-April and early May.
The City has preserved and enhanced key physical
features by investing and expanding the City's
downtown and interconnected open space system.
The open space areas lined with dogwood trees
along the Sager Creek riverbank are among the
City's major tourist attractions.
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Existing Land Use Analysis
The City limits include areas that have been
incorporated within the City of Siloam Springs.
Cities in Arkansas may prepare plans, ordinances,
and regulations for an area extending beyond the
City limits referred to as the Planning Area
Boundary. Within this plan, the term "Planning Area
Boundary" will be used to refer to the area outside
of the City limits, while "Total Planning Area” also
includes the City limits.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of existing land

Residential Land Uses

Nonresidential Land Uses

Residential land uses occupy approximately 25

The largest nonresidential use is public/semi-

percent of the total planning area, with over 24

public/schools uses, followed by land used for

percent being single-family residential. Single-

public right-of-way and industrial development. The

family residential is the largest developed land use

City should consider the redevelopment of key

category in the City and the Planning Area.

corridors currently underdeveloped or reaching
market obsolescence.

Table 2. Existing Land Use Acreage Distribution

Existing Land Use
Agriculture

Planning Area
Boundary

City

Total Planning Area

236

3.1%

1,459

18%

1,695

11%

2,023

26%

1,752

22%

3,774

24%

uses within the City limits and the Planning Area

Single-Family

Boundary. Table 2 provides the acreage for

Two-Family

74

1%

2

0.0%

76

0.5%

Townhome

3

0.0%

3

0.0%

6

0.0%

106

1%

0.0

0.0%

106

1%

existing land uses shown in Figure 10. The largest
category of land is classified as vacant, constituting
about 40 percent of the land within the total

Multi-Family

planning area. These areas generally have no site

Manufactured Home

23

0.3%

54

1%

77

0.5%

Office

69

1%

0.0

0.0%

69

0.4%

in undeveloped areas that will complement existing

Retail

195

3%

0.3

0.0%

195

1%

land uses and encourage the type of development

Commercial

303

4%

80

1%

383

2%

Industrial
Public/SemiPublic/Schools
Parks and Open Space

501

6%

33

0.4%

534

3%

1,128

15%

23

0.3%

1,151

7%

224

3%

1

0.0%

225

1%

119

2%

58

1%

176

1%

7

0.1%

6

0.1%

13

0.1%

701

9%

209

3%

911

6%

Vacant

1,999

26%

4,217

53%

6,216

40%

Total

7,710

100%

7,897

100%

15,608

100%

improvements and are undeveloped. The City is at
a critical juncture to strategically plan for land uses

the community would like to see in the future.
Similarly, agricultural land may have large areas of
open land, but it is used for the operation of
farming, ranching, or a related commercial function.
Several of these properties currently include poultry
houses while others are used for the grazing of

Private Recreation

animals or growing of crops. These open areas

Utilities

may be likely to transition to a higher intensity use

Right-of-Way

in the future.
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Future Land Use Map
The Future Land Use (FLU) map, shown on the

creating nodes of activity and complementary

Planning Area Boundary. As shown, the vast

following page, is a graphic representation of

spaces throughout the community.

majority of the area is recommended to remain

recommended land uses throughout the City and
the Planning Area Boundary. It is intended to guide
future land use decisions and infrastructure
planning. The FLU map differs from the City's
zoning map, which enforces regulations by zoning
district; however, the FLU map does help guide and
The FLU map is an illustration of the collective
and

goals

expressed

by

residents,

business owners, and civic organizations. It is what

on the FLU map as they are considered consistent

The highest nonresidential uses include the

with the surrounding neighborhood uses.

Regional Commercial, Industrial, and Special Land

Rural Residential

with the future land use descriptions and the goals
within

this

section,

activity and employment options for the Siloam
Springs community.

Table 3. Future Land Use Acreage Distribution

necessarily what exists today. The FLU map, along
included

Use categories, which will support a wide range of

land use category for the City limits and for the

Future Land Use

strategies

uses.

like places of worship are not specifically identified

the City is envisioned to become in 20 years, not

and

the acreage designated for primarily residential

designated as Special Land Uses; however, uses

Table 3 includes an acreage breakdown for each

inform zoning decisions.
desires

residential development, with nearly 70 percent of

Schools and public uses (like City facilities) are

Suburban Residential

City

Planning Area
Boundary
1,818
23%

0.1

0.0%

360

5%

3,007

Total Planning Area
1,818

12%

38%

3,366

22%

constitute the City's Future Land Use Plan. This

Neighborhoods 1

2,205

29%

1,773

22%

3,978

25%

land use plan will serve as a guide during

Neighborhoods 2

1,334

17%

8

0.1%

1,342

9%

Neighborhoods 3

168

2%

0.3

0.0%

168

1%

not be the endpoint of discussions, but rather an

Mixed-Use Development

315

4%

0.0

0.0%

315

2%

additional element considered along with other

Local Commercial

382

5%

106

1%

488

3%

Regional Commercial

815

10.6%

218

3%

1,033

7%

45

1%

546

7%

591

4%

discussions and the decision-making process
regarding development, land use and growth. It will

more site-, area-, person-, and business-specific
issues.
Recommended distribution of residential and non-

Office Flex Space

residential uses is included in the description of

Industrial

708

9%

367

4.6%

1,074

7%

each land use category. New developments,

Special Land Uses

846

11%

30

0.4%

876

6%

Parks and Open Space

534

7%

26

0.3%

560

4%

7,710

100%

7,897

100%

15,608

100%

annexation and zoning changes should collectively
aim to achieve the recommended distribution. A
variety of different land uses is desirable for
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Future Land Use Types
The FLU map is composed of 12 land use
categories. The following section includes a
description of key characteristics of each land use
category. Each category is described using the
format shown on this page.

Visual example of the primary
development type within the category
Level of
appropriateness for a
variety of specific
land uses and building
types

General description
of the category

Important development and
design considerations
specific to the category

Recommended distribution of residential
and nonresidential uses (based on building
square footage) within the category
28 | Land Use
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KEY TERMS

KEY TERMS

These terms are used in the following section and may be unfamiliar for some readers.

Additional information and recommendations related to these housing types can be found
within the Housing element beginning on page 73.

Mixed-Use

Cluster Subdivision

Bungalow Court

Mixed-use development refers to a
combination of uses, typically retail, office,
and/or residential, within a single
development. Mixed-use development is
typically configured vertically within the
same building, with ground level retail and
high-density residential units on the upper
stories. Mixed-use development can also
be configured horizontally in separate
buildings within very close proximity. By
mixing uses and having them in proximity,
developments are more walkable than
traditional suburban commercial
development. These developments
incorporate amenities like plazas, public
seating, and pedestrian features.

A cluster subdivision, or “clustering”,
refers to concentrating increased
residential density in one area of a
development in order to preserve a
natural area or feature in another area of
the development. The development has
smaller lot sizes, but the overall density is
maintained.

Sometimes referred to as “courtyard
cottages” or “pocket neighborhoods”, a
bungalow court is a group of detached
single-family homes on small individual
lots that face onto a large common green
space.

Typical Subdivision

Cluster Subdivision

July 2022
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Rural Residential

Appropriate Uses

These large lot, low-density areas should preserve
the rural atmosphere of Siloam Springs. This

Schools, civic, and recreation

category also serves as an informal growth

Agriculture

boundary, helping to preserve the rural periphery

Single-family large lot

and natural greenspaces at the entryways into the

Single-family medium lot

community.

Single-family small lot

Development Priorities:
•

Lots should be at least one acre in area,

Cluster subdivision

with a typical overall density of about 0.5

Bungalow court

dwelling units per acre.
•

Homes

should

be

Accessory dwellings
single-family

Duplex

Primary Use: Lowest-density single-family homes

residences with large front yard setbacks

Triplex/fourplex

from roadways and large side yard
setbacks separating homes to reinforce

Townhome

the rural openness.
•

Urban apartment

Rural residential development should be

Live/work unit

in areas with a more natural landscape or
rural character.
•

Mixed-use
Small offices and shops

Rural residential should be buffered and
protected

from

major

roadways

but

accessible to the major roadway network

5%

Large offices and shops

95%

Light industrial/flex space

and commercial establishments.
•

Heavy industrial

Rural residential should be buffered from

●●●
●●●
●●●
●○○
○○○
●○○
○○○
●○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
●○○
○○○
○○○
○○○

major commercial areas by low- or
medium-density residential subdivisions.

●●●
●●○
●○○
○○○
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Suburban Residential

Appropriate Uses

These areas are typical of suburban development,

Schools, civic, and recreation

with single-family homes on large- to mediumsized lots.

Agriculture
Single-family large lot

Development Priorities:
•

Most lots will be less than one acre, with

Single-family medium lot

an overall typical density between 0.5 and

Single-family small lot

2 dwelling units per acre.
•

Cluster subdivision

Clustering should be encouraged to

Bungalow court

preserve open space and environmentally
sensitive areas.
•

Accessory dwellings

Primary Use: Low-density single-family homes

Duplex

Development standards should ensure
adequate

open

space

and

efficient

Triplex/fourplex

roadway and pedestrian connectivity to

Townhome

schools, neighborhood amenities, and

Urban apartment

parks.
•

Live/work unit

Supporting nonresidential uses should be
similar

in

properties,

scale

to

the

including

residential

Mixed-use

appropriate

Small offices and shops

landscaping and buffering, and be located
on major thoroughfares and designed to
discourage
traffic.

neighborhood

5%

Large offices and shops

cut-through

Light industrial/flex space

5%

Heavy industrial

●●●
●●○
●○○
○○○
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Appropriate Uses

Neighborhoods 1
represents

Schools, civic, and recreation

traditional development that includes primarily

Agriculture

detached single-family homes on medium-sized

Single-family large lot

The

Neighborhoods

1

category

lots located outside of the core of the City.
Additional housing types such as Accessory

Single-family medium lot

Dwelling Units or duplexes may be integrated with

Single-family small lot

appropriate mitigation such as screening and

Cluster subdivision

buffers.

Bungalow court
Development Priorities:
•

Single-family residential lots will be less

Accessory dwellings
Primary Use: Low-density single-family homes

than one acre, with a typical overall

Duplex

density between 2 and 6 dwelling units per

Triplex/fourplex

acre.
•

Townhome

Small-scale nonresidential development

Urban apartment

is appropriate at key nodes located along

Live/work unit

collector or arterial roadways.
•

Mixed-use

Buffering techniques should be used to
ensure

compatibility

family

homes

and

single-

Small offices and shops

adjacent

Large offices and shops

between
other

development types. Examples include

Light industrial/flex space

increased setbacks, landscaping, and
screening walls.
•

Heavy industrial

●●●
○○○
○○○
●●○
●●●
●●●
●●○
●○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
●○○
○○○
○○○
○○○

Walkability is an important consideration
in these areas. Pedestrian connectivity
should be available throughout the area,
including

between

residential

nonresidential developments.
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Neighborhoods 2
represents

Appropriate Uses

traditional development that blends residential

Schools, civic, and recreation

The

Neighborhoods

2

category

densities, ranging from detached single-family
homes

on

smaller

lots

to

Agriculture

duplexes,
This

Single-family large lot

category provides for "missing middle" housing

Single-family medium lot

triplexes/quadplexes,

and

townhomes.

densities and supports workforce housing options.
Senior living developments that offer a variety of

Single-family small lot

housing types and densities with or without

Cluster subdivision

assisted living facilities, recreation, and other

Bungalow court

amenities are also appropriate in this use category.

•

Residential

Accessory dwellings
Primary Use: Medium-Density Residential

Development Priorities:
development

Duplex

should

Triplex/fourplex

accommodate a variety of housing types

Townhome

ranging between 6 and 10 dwelling units
per acre.

Urban apartment
Live/work unit
Mixed-use
Small offices and shops
Large offices and shops
Light industrial/flex space
Heavy industrial

●●●
●●○
●○○
○○○
July 2022
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○○○
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●●○
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○○○
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Neighborhoods 3

Appropriate Uses

The Neighborhoods 3 category includes traditional

Schools, civic, and recreation

apartments and condominiums, but also allows for
mixed-use development and smaller-scale options

Agriculture

such as fourplexes. This designation is used

Single-family large lot

primarily

for

existing

high-density

residential

Single-family medium lot

developments, as future multi-family housing is

Single-family small lot

recommended within a mixed-use configuration.

Cluster subdivision

Development Priorities:
•

Residential

development

should

Bungalow court

be

limited to multi-family options ranging
between 12 and 30 dwelling units per

Accessory dwellings

Primary Use: High-Density Residential

Duplex

acre.

Triplex/fourplex
Townhome
Urban apartment
Live/work unit
Mixed-use
Small offices and shops
Large offices and shops
Light industrial/flex space
Heavy industrial

●●●
●●○
●○○
○○○
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Mixed-Use Centers

Appropriate Uses

As described on page 29, mixed-use development
incorporates different uses such as office, retail,

Schools, civic, and recreation

commercial and residential in one area. This

Agriculture

category, Mixed-Use Centers, is a concentrated

Single-family large lot

area of mixed-use development. Downtown Siloam

Single-family medium lot

Springs is an example of a mixed-use center.

Single-family small lot

Development Priorities:
•

should

Cluster subdivision

achieve a density between 12 and 30

Bungalow court

The

residential

dwelling

units

component
per

acre.

Exclusively

Accessory dwellings

residential structures should only be
permitted

within

close

proximity

to

nonresidential amenities and services.
•

Duplex
Primary Use: Vertical Retail and High-Density Residential

Triplex/fourplex

Access to public spaces such as parks

Townhome

and plazas should be prioritized in these

Urban apartment

areas, providing informal gathering places

Live/work unit

and supporting a vibrant atmosphere.
•

Mixed-use

Walkability is also a priority in these areas,
allowing residents and visitors to visit

Small offices and shops

several destinations without the need to

Large offices and shops

drive.
•

Light industrial/flex space

Buildings should be located adjacent to

Heavy industrial

wide sidewalks with little to no setbacks.

●●●
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
●●○
●●●
●●●
●●○
●●●
●●●
●●○
○○○
○○○
○○○

Windows should compose a majority of
the walls adjacent to sidewalks. Parking
should be either on-street or located
behind the buildings.

July 2022
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Local Commercial

Appropriate Uses

This category may include a variety of businesses
that serve the local community, such as retail

Schools, civic, and recreation

stores, restaurants, offices, and light commercial

Agriculture

uses such as groceries, banks, gas stations, and

Single-family large lot

dry cleaners. These developments are small in

Single-family medium lot

scale and generally compatible adjacent to
residential development.

Single-family small lot
Cluster subdivision

Development Priorities:
•

Buildings should be limited to a maximum

Bungalow court

height of two stories to maintain a small-

Accessory dwellings

scale appearance.
•

While typically auto-oriented, pedestrian
connections

to

the

Duplex

Primary Use: Stores, restaurants, and commercial business

Triplex/fourplex

surrounding

neighborhoods should be provided.
•

Townhome

To promote the interaction of integrated

Urban apartment

and adjacent residential development,

Live/work unit

these areas emphasize quality building

Mixed-use

and site design, such as enhanced
architectural features, landscaping, and

Small offices and shops

prominent pedestrian facilities.

Large offices and shops
Light industrial/flex space
Heavy industrial

●●●
●●○
●○○
○○○
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Regional Commercial

Appropriate Uses

Similar to Local Commercial, Regional Commercial
is composed of a variety of nonresidential uses;

Schools, civic, and recreation

however, Regional Commercial developments are

Agriculture

larger scale, including uses such as big-box

Single-family large lot

retailers and corporate offices.

Single-family medium lot
Development Priorities:
•

These

developments

convenient

access

transportation

routes

should

major

Cluster subdivision

highway

Bungalow court

from
and

Single-family small lot

have

interchanges.
•

Although

Accessory dwellings

these

developments

are

typically auto-oriented, internal pedestrian

Duplex
Primary Use: Stores, restaurants, and commercial business

Triplex/fourplex

connectivity is maximized to ensure a safe
and convenient pedestrian experience.
•

Townhome
Urban apartment

Regional Commercial located adjacent to
single-family
additional

neighborhoods
buffering

requires

to

Live/work unit

ensure

Mixed-use

compatibility, such as increased setbacks,
landscaping,

screening

walls,

Small offices and shops

and

controlled traffic patterns.

Large offices and shops
Light industrial/flex space
Heavy industrial

●●●
●●○
●○○
○○○
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Office and Flex Space

Appropriate Uses

The Office and Flex Space category encourages a
mix of professional and service uses, including

Schools, civic, and recreation

corporate campuses, research and development

Agriculture

facilities, warehousing, advanced manufacturing,

Single-family large lot

flex/office space, and logistics hubs.

Single-family medium lot
Development Priorities:
•

These

areas

should

maintain

professional and orderly appearance;

Cluster subdivision

outdoor storage of materials should be

Bungalow court

prohibited within these areas.
•

Single-family small lot

a

Primary Use: Offices and flex space

Accessory dwellings

Employment areas should be located in
close

proximity

to

major

Duplex

roadways,

Triplex/fourplex

particularly those with significant truck
traffic.
•

Townhome

All operations should occur indoors and

Urban apartment

should not produce any noise, vibration,

Live/work unit

glare, or dust that could impact adjacent

Mixed-use

development.
•

Small offices and shops

Employment areas located adjacent to
single-family
additional

neighborhoods
buffering

require

Large offices and shops

ensure

Light industrial/flex space

to

compatibility, such as increased setbacks,
landscaping,

screening

walls,

Heavy industrial

and

●○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
●●○
●●○
●●●
●○○

10%

controlled traffic patterns.
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Industrial

Appropriate Uses

The Industrial category is more intensive than the
Office and Flex Space category, and includes

Schools, civic, and recreation

areas that are devoted to manufacturing, storage,

Agriculture

distribution businesses/operations, assembly, and

Single-family large lot

processing.

Single-family medium lot
Development Priorities:
•

planned industrial park in one or more

Cluster subdivision

locations as indicated on the Future Land

Bungalow court

Use Map is a noted priority for the City.
•

Single-family small lot

The establishment of a coordinated, well-

Accessory dwellings

Primary Use: Heavy industrial

Industrial areas should be located along

Duplex

arterial thoroughfares, in proximity to

Triplex/fourplex

freeways, rail lines, and areas with access
to

airports

and

other

transportation

Townhome

outlets.
•

Urban apartment

Industrial areas should be buffered from

Live/work unit

any adjacent residential uses through

Mixed-use

separation by a roadway, a transitional
use (e.g., office), or substantial screening

Small offices and shops

efforts.

Large offices and shops
Light industrial/flex space
Heavy industrial

●●●
●●○
●○○
○○○

July 2022

○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
○○○
●○○
●●○
●●●
●●●

Key
= Very appropriate
= Possibly appropriate
= Possibly appropriate with mitigation
= Not appropriate
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Parks and Open Space

Appropriate Uses

This category reflects the existing recreational

Schools, civic, and recreation

amenities within Siloam Springs, such as the golf
course and City Lake and the surrounding parks.

Agriculture

These uses are typically allowed in any zoning

Single-family large lot

district; therefore, future locations are not identified

Single-family medium lot

on the Future Land Use map.

Single-family small lot
Cluster subdivision
Bungalow court
Accessory dwellings
Primary Use: Recreational areas

Duplex
Triplex/fourplex
Townhome
Urban apartment
Live/work unit
Mixed-use
Small offices and shops
Large offices and shops

100%

Light industrial/flex space
Heavy industrial

●●●
●●○
●○○
○○○
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Special Land Uses
This category designates unique land use types
that warrant special considerations and/or do not
align with another category. Such uses include the
John Brown University campus, Smith Field airport,
Siloam Springs Regional Hospital, the City Hall
complex, public library, and water treatment plant.

July 2022
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Population Projections and
Ultimate Capacity
Population

projections

Table 4. Population Projections

and ultimate capacity

calculations are intended to provide general
estimates for long-range planning purposes (e.g.,
utility demand). These estimates should be
reevaluated

regularly

to

adjust

for

recent

development and growth trends.
Table 4 shows the City's population projection for
the next 25 years with three different growth
scenarios. A slower population growth rate for the
City would be considered an annual growth rate of

YEAR

1.5%

2.0%

2.5%

2020*

17,287

17,287

17,287

could be added to Siloam Springs, resulting in an

2025

18,623

19,086

19,559

ultimate population of about

2030

20,062

21,073

22,129

note that this level of population increase is likely

2035

21,613

23,266

25,037

far into Siloam Springs’ future – nearly in the year

2040

23,283

25,688

28,327

2045

25,082

28,361

32,049

occupancy rates and persons per household (PPH)
as provided by the U.S. Census. This calculation
estimates that approximately 85,000 residents
104,000 when

considering the current residents. It is important to

2100 using the highest current growth rate
projection.

1.5 percent, which would result in a population of

*Source: 2020 Census

about 23,283 in 2040. If the City continues with a
slightly higher growth rate of 2 percent (compared
to the 2015-2020 growth rate of 1.8 percent), the
City can anticipate a population of about 25,688 in
2040. A more ambitious growth rate is projected at

Table 5. Ultimate Capacity

Currently Vacant Acres
Future Land Use

2.5 percent, which would result in a population of

Total
PA

Current Characteristics
Approx.
DUA

Occupancy
Rate*

PPH*

Future
Housing
Units

Future
Households

Future
Population

City

Planning
Area

0.1

1,176

1,176

0.25

91.7%

3.00

294

270

809

about 28,327 in 2040.

Rural Residential

Table 5 provides an estimated population capacity

Suburban Residential

117

2,141

2,258

1

91.7%

2.95

2,258

2,070

6,107

at

Neighborhoods-1

641

1,278

1,919

4

191.7%

3.95

7,676

14,715

58,124

Neighborhoods-2

451

0.2

452

8

91.7%

2.90

3,612

3,313

9,606

vacant, applies the recommended dwelling units

Neighborhoods-3

46

0.0

46

14

91.7%

2.85

644

591

1,684

per acre (DUA) stated in this Plan, and the current

Mixed-Use Development

164

0.0

164

20

91.7%

2.79

3,288

3,015

8,412

Ultimate Capacity within Vacant Areas

84,743

Current Population (Total Planning Area)

19,248

Ultimate Capacity

103,991

final

build-out

conditions

based

on

the

recommended Future Land Use map. This
calculation is based on the acres that are currently

*Source: 2019 ACS Data
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Land Use Goals and Strategies
LU-1. Use the land use goals and strategies

LU-3. Preserve a natural greenbelt area

recouping its costs while remaining competitive

contained herein to guide future

around the outer edges of the Planning

in attracting development.

development.

Area to mark entryways into Siloam

LU-5. Plan for future recreational

Springs.

amenities to support projected population

LU-1.a. Update and align the existing development
regulations

(e.g.,

zoning

and

subdivision

regulations) to support the desired development
patterns and policies established in this Plan.
LU-1.b. Continue to reference the Future Land Use map
as a guide when considering rezoning decisions.
If it is determined that a conflicting zoning
designation is more appropriate for a particular
parcel than the FLU map's recommendation,
action should be made to first amend the FLU
map to accommodate the desired use prior to
rezoning.

LU-3.a. A visitor's first impression of Siloam Springs is
defined by the entryways into the community.
The City should consider purchasing currently
undeveloped areas along major corridors to
ensure the long-term preservation of the rural
character for those entering into Siloam Springs.
LU-3.b. Install primary and secondary gateways and
greenway improvements at key entrances to the
City to promote the unique character of Siloam
Springs with signage, landscaping, and related
design features (see Goal TM-4. on page 55 for
additional information).

growth.
LU-5.a. Amend the development code (Chapter 87
Subdivision of Land) to require the dedication of
park land, park improvement amenities, and
trails in new subdivisions to support the
recreational needs of the growing population.
LU-5.b. Develop a parks, recreation, and open space
master plan to advance the community's
recreational goals and opportunities. The plan
should provide additional direction for the park
dedication provisions noted in LU-5.a above.
LU-5.c. Ensure that existing recreational facilities are

LU-2. Promote compact and compatible

well maintained and included in routine capital

development within appropriate infill

LU-4. Ensure that the City's growth

locations.

management policies include best practices

budgets.

for fiscally responsible development.

maintenance provisions for any future public or

LU-2.a. Update the existing zoning regulations to allow
flexibility in infill development, such as variable
setbacks and building height based on the
surrounding structures or increased densities
within designated infill areas. Appropriate infill
sites

are

those

surrounded

by

existing

development with interconnected streets and
utility systems to support additional residential
uses, appropriately scaled commercial uses,
and pedestrian-friendly environments.

LU-4.a. Require

annexation

(or

a

improvements

development

agreement for eventual annexation) when any
utility service is extended outside the City limits.
LU-4.b. Consider

the

fiscal

impacts

of

future

annexations. Evaluate the increased revenue
generated compared to the City's cost to serve
the

development

to

ensure

that

future

development decisions are fiscally responsible.
LU-4.c. Whenever the City’s impact fees and other
related capital recovery fees are updated,
conduct rate studies to compare with the
surrounding region to ensure that the City is

July 2022

plan

Require

(CIP)
the

and

operational

establishment

of

private recreational facilities.
LU-5.d. Plan for sports facilities for youth and active
adults, either within a parks master plan or as an
interim measure. The community consistently
expressed a desire for amenities such as
pickleball courts, new and improved ball fields,
an indoor recreation or community center
(similar to the Jones Center in Springdale), and
expanded parking and facilities at the James
Butts Baseball Complex. Coordinate with the
school district and John Brown University to
evaluate needs, resources, and additional
partnership opportunities.
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LU-6. Review opportunities to leverage
local assets for economic and quality of life
improvements.
LU-6.a. John Brown University is a tremendous asset for
the community, bringing young adults to the
community and allowing local students to stay
nearby. The City should maintain regular
communication with the university to evaluate
opportunities for partnerships. Ideally, both the
City and JBU would each identify a liaison to lead
the coordination efforts. The City's liaison should
identify projects that the university's students
may be able to support, and JBU's liaison should
review

those

projects

in

relation

to

the

university's offerings and coursework objectives
to find potential pairings. Examples of potential
partnership projects could include marketing
campaigns, youth tutoring, or environmental
studies. For a case study, review the UWMadison programs, UniverCity Alliance and
UniverCity Year.
Partnerships

can

also

include

physical

development initiatives that relate to both the
City and university. Examples of such initiatives
can include streetscaping or urban design
around the perimeter of the campus, shared use
of existing buildings or other facilities, and offcampus student housing.

LU-6.b. The Siloam Springs Municipal Airport-Cecil

The City has also partnered with the Grand River

Smith Field is a general aviation airport owned

Dam Authority (GRDA) and other entities to

by the City. The airport’s 33 hangars are

provide land for a second whitewater park

primarily leased by private owners for plane

located southwest of the City limits. This park –

storage; however, a few hangars are leased for

named WOKA as a combination of water,

corporate aviation. The use of hangars for

Oklahoma, and Arkansas – is planned to open in

corporate purposes provides a unique economic

2023 and will provide another adventure sports

development opportunity to the City. Unlike other

recreation facility for the City and surrounding

airports in the region, the Siloam Springs airport

communities.

is considered “uncontrolled”, meaning that pilots
radio other pilots in the area directly rather than
communicating through a control tower; this
allows planes to take off/land more quickly and
easily.

In addition to providing recreational amenities for
the community, the parks can be a tourism
generator, bringing visitors from throughout the
region into Siloam Springs. Shared marketing
efforts between the two parks can support the

The airport’s hangars currently have a waiting list

growth of this industry within the area. The City

of more than 20 interested parties, indicating a

should coordinate with WOKA to evaluate

demand for the construction of new hangars.

opportunities to expand upon the parks, such as

The City should continue to pursue plans to

offering campsites and food trucks to increase

update the existing 2005 master plan for the

activity and generate revenue at or near the

airport. The master plan should identify locations

parks. As a longer-term initiative, consider

for future hangars and facilities, coordinate

whether permanent development would be

infrastructure needs and access, and evaluate

appropriate to support tourism, such as hotels

additional grant opportunities.

and restaurants.

LU-6.c. The Siloam Springs Kayak Park was established
by the City in 2014. The park is located along the
Illinois River, just south of Siloam Springs.
Access to the park is free for all users and
provides rapids, trails, climbing rocks, picnic
areas, and a range of other amenities, making
the park appealing to a wide range of visitors.
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Transportation +
Mobility
The thoroughfare system forms one of the most
visible and permanent elements of a community. It
establishes the framework for community growth
and development and, along with the Future Land
Use Plan, forms a long-range statement of public
policy. This Transportation + Mobility element will
serve as a blueprint for future investment-related
decisions into the transportation system.
As the alignment and right-of-way of major
transportation

facilities

are

established

and

adjacent property developed, it is difficult to
facilitate

system

changes

without

significant

financial impacts. However, strategies can be
developed by incorporating the planned land uses
and densities of the Future Land Use Plan to
maximize the land use/transportation relationship.
A host of local mobility and congestion issues were
identified as part of the public input process. Other
key issues affecting the City include regional
planning initiatives, network expansion to address
continued community growth, and planning to
address a demand for increased pedestrian and
bike connectivity.

July 2022
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Master Street Plan
In 2020, the City of Siloam Springs updated its
Master Street Plan (MSP) intended to complement
the 2030 Comprehensive Plan that was in place at
the time. The MSP seeks to "maximize the efficient,
safe, and orderly flow of traffic through and within
the City." The plan consists of a map of the existing
and proposed roadway network (Figure 12), along
with street classifications, design standards and
specifications, impact fee information, and an
inventory of existing streets.
This 2040 Comprehensive Plan does not propose
any revisions to the adopted MSP; however, the
plan should be evaluated in the coming years as
discussions continue regarding a potential future
bypass and the implications for US 412.
US 412 is a major asset to the community, serving
as the primary connector between Northwest
Arkansas and Tulsa. Regional planning agencies
have discussed the construction of a bypass either
north or south of Siloam Springs. Although this
would likely result in substantial decreases in local
traffic volumes along US 412, it also presents a
tremendous opportunity to Siloam Springs to work
with ARDOT to improve the corridor in terms of
appearance, bicycle and pedestrian friendliness,
connectivity, and traffic flow.

Figure 12. Master Street Plan
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Complete Streets
Complete Streets is an initiative that aims to
maximize the utilization of public rights-of-way for

Figure 13. Example of Complete Street Elements

all transportation users, regardless of age or ability.
This method uses high-level policy direction to
influence everyday decision-making processes in
roadway design, rather than design prescription.
Complete Streets is not about special projects, but
about changing the approach to projects on all
streets. It is an incremental approach aimed for
long-term results. These policies utilize the entire
right-of-way while focusing on safety, comfort, and

Pedestrians

Bicycles

Vehicles

Transit

ADA
Accessibility

Health

–

convenience as well as cohesiveness with the
context of the community. Complete Streets make
it easier to cross the street, walk to shops, and
bicycle to work, making the City a better place to
live.

•

Provide Choices – By building safe,
comfortable,

and

•

convenient

Improve

With

an

aging

population, older adults look to be more

Complete Streets improve safety, provide choices,

infrastructure

of

active. This demographic, along with kids

reduce costs, and lead to better health and stronger

transportation, residents are more willing

and teens who cannot drive, look for

economies. By considering the many different

to use them.

pedestrian and bicycle facilities to become

users of the roadway, streets can be designed to
accommodate everyone and improve the livability
of the community.
•

•

for

other

modes

more active and independent.

Reduce Costs – By reevaluating the
needs of the residents and incorporating

•

Strengthen Economies – Areas that

community input at the beginning of the

provide safe and comfortable walkability

Improve Safety – Reduced travel speed

project, the schedule, scope, and budget

have lower commercial vacancies and

which lowers risk to pedestrians and

can often be reduced. Narrowing the

higher home and office space values.

people on bicycles and includes safety

pavement area will also reduce costs.

features such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes,
crossings, median islands, and curb
extensions.
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KEY TERMS

These terms are used in the
following section and may be
unfamiliar for some readers.

Shared Use Facilities

Bicycle Facilities

Pedestrian Facilities

Shared use facilities are those that
accommodate both bicycle and
pedestrian traffic. These facilities may be
a multi-use trail alongside a roadway, or a
separate paved or natural surface trail.

Bicycle facilities are dedicated for bicycle
use and are considered unsafe for
pedestrians due to the higher speeds of
travel. These facilities may be a shared
road lane (i.e., a “sharrow”), a striped bike
lane, or a separated bikeway.

Pedestrian facilities are intended
exclusively for pedestrian use and should
not support bicycle traffic. Examples of
pedestrian facilities include sidewalks or
neighborhood trails that are not
designated for bicycles.
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Bike and Pedestrian Network
The plan shown in Figure 14 represents the City's
existing and planned bike and shared (bike and
pedestrian) trail network. This map consolidates
the Northwest Arkansas WalkBike Northwest
Arkansas plan (2014) and the City's Sidewalk &
Trail Connectivity Master Plan (2017). This map
focuses on trails that can accommodate bicycle
traffic, including on-street bike lanes (bikes only)
and off-street trails (shared).
The existing trail facilities include Sager Creek
Mountain Bike Trail, City Lake Bike Trails, the
Dogwood Springs trail near JBU and between Bob
Henry Park and the James Butts Baseball
Complex, and along Cheri Whitlock Parkway.
Planned shared facilities are concentrated in the
core of the City, connecting existing trails to key
destinations and future developable areas. The
City is also coordinating with WOKA on the
construction of trails between the City, whitewater
park, and kayak park. Additional bike facilities are
planned near the periphery of the City's planning
area, where pedestrians are unlikely to travel.
Sidewalks also play an important role in the
connectivity network, allowing pedestrians to walk
throughout their neighborhoods and community
both for recreation and for errands. The City's
inventory of existing sidewalks is constantly
evolving, as sidewalks are installed in each new
development. Also, sidewalks are planned in all
future developments; therefore, inclusion in this
map would be overwhelming and inhibit the ability
to focus on trail connections.
July 2022

Figure 14. Shared and Bike Trail Plan
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Transportation + Mobility
Goals and Strategies
TM-1. Proactively plan for roadway

TM-2. Leverage the US 412 corridor to

improvements and connections.

promote a positive image of Siloam

TM-1.a. Implement the adopted 2020 Master Street Plan,

Springs.

Sidewalk Master Plan, and Midblock Crossing

TM-2.a. Work with ARDOT to consider implementing

Master Plan. Prioritize designated projects in the

"road diet" principles along US 412 if/when a

annual budget and CIP programs. Incorporate

bypass is constructed. West of the railroad, the

appropriate

and

roadway is constructed as a 6-lane facility,

pedestrian facilities as elements of core public

divided by a landscaped median with controlled

infrastructure for all new development.

turn lanes. East of the railroad, the roadway is an

requirements

for

bicycle

TM-1.b. On an on-going basis, identify and pursue
private, regional, State and federal revenue
sources or partnerships for funding multi-modal
transportation improvements. Key organizations
include
Planning

the

Northwest

Commission

Arkansas
(NWARPC),

Regional
Benton

County, and the Arkansas Department of
Transportation (ARDOT).
TM-1.c. Coordinate with the local school district on
transportation system implications of proposed
school

facility

expansion/needs.

Establish

proactive planning dialogue and coordination to
optimize traffic operations and school safety to
specific site issues.

undivided 5-lane facility including a continuous
turn lane. By potentially reducing the number of
lanes to four, additional right-of-way width would
be available to add multi-purpose pedestrian and
bicycle facilities on one or both sides of the
roadway. The narrowed pavement would also
help to slow traffic, enhancing the safety of the
corridor for pedestrian and bicycle traffic.
TM-2.b. Consider a zoning overlay along the US 412
corridor to improve the image of the community.
The overlay could establish enhanced standards
for

signage,

building/parking

placement,

landscaping, and use types.
TM-2.c. Evaluate and monitor the need for additional
wayfinding elements to the corridor to direct
visitors to key destinations, such as Downtown,
John Brown University, the kayak park, and the
library.
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TM-3. Promote pedestrian and bicycle

Figure 15. Possible Locations and Examples of Enhanced Pedestrian Crossings

connectivity throughout the community.
TM-3.a. Review options for safe bicycle and pedestrian
crossings at US 412. Suggested locations are
indicated in Figure 15, however additional study
should be conducted to refine and prioritize the
exact sites. Plan for short-term enhancements
as well as longer-term enhancements that could
be implemented at a later time. Examples of
short-term improvements include boldly painted
crossings, pedestrian warning signs, flashing
lights, refuge islands, and modifying the existing
signal timing to give pedestrians a few seconds
head start before signaling a green light for
vehicles.
TM-3.b. Plan and implement enhanced crossings and
safety provisions near schools and other key
pedestrian destinations. Evaluate options for
Safe Routes to Schools and other funding
opportunities to support improvements.
TM-3.c. Continue proactive implementation of the City's
Sidewalk & Trail Connectivity Plan. Throughout
this

planning

process,

the

community

consistently supported increased bicycle and
pedestrian connectivity, specifically in the form of
sidewalks and multi-purpose trails. Review the
Sidewalk & Trail Connectivity Plan to reflect
improvements that have been completed since
its 2017 adoption and evaluate the rankings of
remaining projects to prioritize those that
connect parks/recreational amenities, schools,
and other destinations.

July 2022
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TM-3.d. Plan for a shared facility to connect the two

TM-3.f. Maintain

coordination

with

Regional

Planning

Northwest

TM-3.h. Amend the development code to establish

Commission

crosswalk location and feature requirements.

connectivity.

For example, a painted and signed crosswalk

linked by a sidewalk and a 4-way stop

NWARPC's WalkBike Northwest Arkansas plan,

should be required at every intersection involving

intersection, which provides a level of safety and

adopted in 2014, includes bicycle connections

one or more collector-class roadway.

connectivity; however, additional signage and

between Siloam Springs and the surrounding

striping is recommended to ensure the safety of

region. Continue communications with the

pedestrians and cyclists as they cross Dogwood

NWARPC to support implementation of these

Street.

connections.

sections of the Dogwood Springs trail (near JBU)

Arkansas

and near Bob Henry Park. The two trails are

(NWARPC)

regarding

trail

the

TM-3.i. Consider amending the subdivision regulations
to establish variable maximum block lengths by
district. The current regulations establish a range
of 400 to 1,200 feet in length unless terrain

TM-3.e. Consider adopting a Complete Street policy (see

TM-3.g. Continue to proactively grow the City's sidewalk

necessitates an alternate length. Shorter block

page 47) to formally state the City's commitment

network. Ensure that the City's requirement to

lengths promote walkability, connectivity, and

to promoting bicycle and pedestrian friendly

install sidewalks on both sides of the street any

slower speeds within neighborhoods. Also,

roadways within the community. Such a policy

time a lot is platted, street is constructed, or a

midblock crossings may also be appropriate for

would state that the City seeks to incorporate

structure is built is enforced. Consider allowing a

longer block lengths.

multi-modal improvements whenever feasible

fee in lieu of installing a sidewalk when

(e.g.,

or

development or redevelopment occurs on a

reconstructed). Comparable sized cities across

when

a

road

is

constructed

single lot that does not connect to adjacent lots.

the county are adopting similar regulations. A

Also, continue to require a fee in lieu of building

Local Policy Workbook to help guide the policy's

a sidewalk for larger single-family residential lots

development is available for download at

(i.e., subdivision developments that average

www.SmartGrowthAmerica.org.

half- or one-acre lots) that are not as conducive
to pedestrian activity.
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TM-3.j. Revisit access management controls along the
City's major corridors. Access management
refers to the practice of coordinating access
connection points onto a roadway by considering
specific design criteria for the location, spacing,
design and operation of driveways, median
openings,

and

intersections.

Access

management provides a significant benefit to the
mobility and function of the roadway, and more
importantly, reduces the potential for accidents
by minimizing speed differentials between
vehicles and turning movements. Research has
shown that accident rates increase consistently
with an increase in the number of roadway
access points, while accident rates decrease
with the construction of raised medians and
controlled signalized cross access. See Figure
17 on the following page for an example.
The City currently has driveway spacing

Figure 16. Example of Limited Access Management Controls

regulations in place within the zoning ordinance.
These regulations will help to address access
management

developing

Examples of options could include constructing

corridors, such as US 59, Cheri Whitlock

along

the

City's

the capital improvements to build connections

Parkway, and Lincoln Street.

between adjacent businesses and incentivizing

The most noticeable issues relating to access
management are along US 412. Most lots facing
US 412 have an individual driveway (or multiple
driveways) with minimal cross-access to allow a

closing existing extra driveways in favor of
shared drives. Another option may be to
construct small frontage or backage roads (as
site constraints allow).

driver to move between businesses without

TM-3.k. Review the minimum number of access points

returning onto the highway. However, since

required for residential subdivisions. The City’s

these lots have already developed, new code

fire code currently requires a second access

requirements are difficult to apply. The City

point for subdivisions with more than 30

should continue coordination with ARDOT to

dwellings. Consider revising the subdivision

evaluate

access

regulations to require additional access points

management along the corridor. As the highway

for larger subdivisions (e.g., three access points

is a state-operated facility, the City is limited in

for 200-500 dwellings; four access points for

its regulations and construction along US 412.

501+ dwellings).

July 2022

options

to

improve
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Preferred Configuration

One driveway on the

One driveway on the

main roadway to

main roadway to

Several businesses on two lots

One driveway on the
main roadway to

serve one business;

serve one business;

sharing two driveways on the main

serve one business;

no access to

no access to

roadway; safe and easy access

no access to

adjacent businesses

adjacent businesses

between the lots to adjacent business

adjacent businesses

One driveway on the
main roadway to
serve one business;
no access to

adjacent businesses

Figure 17. Example of Existing Access Management Conditions
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TM-4. Establish greenways and gateways
to distinguish the entryways into Siloam
Springs.
TM-4.a. Adopt roadway cross-sections that include wider
rights-of-way for greenspace preservation. This
will help maintain the scenic, natural appearance
that the community desires to maintain over
time, establishing unique entrances into Siloam
Springs. Locations for the greenways are
suggested in Figure 18. The parkway landscape
could

remain

natural

vegetation

with

programmed landscaping in any median. The
current "Parkway" roadway cross section can
serve as a starting point for the greenways;
however, alternative configurations should be
explored

and

the

designation

should

be

indicated on the City’s Master Street Plan.
The additional right-of-way would be obtained at
the time of platting; however, the City would
need to acquire the right-of-way for any currently
platted properties (that are not seeking to replat).

Figure 18. Recommended Greenways and Gateways
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TM-4.b. Enhance the existing entryway signage and plan
for new signs as other corridors develop. The
feature at US 412 and Main Street is a notable
example of a primary gateway, with a large
monument sign, flags, and a water feature.
Similar features would be appropriate closer to
the City limits to welcome visitors into the
community.

Figure

18

identifies

several

locations for primary gateways (similar to the
mentioned feature) and secondary gateways
with smaller signage and landscaping. The
recommended locations focus on the most
heavily-traveled corridors into the community.

Figure 19. Example of a Gateway Feature with Scenic Landscaping
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TM-5.c. Continue

TM-5. Evaluate alternatives for public
transportation to increase mobility within
and through the community.
short-term transit solutions. Siloam Springs is
fortunate to be home to a number of nonprofit
organizations that support the community in a
variety of ways. Many of the individuals and
families supported by these organizations often
require access to services that are located up to
30 miles away, and there is no reliable method
of transportation for this purpose. Additionally,
many seniors struggle with transportation to nonemergency medical appointments. The City
should support these organizations by either
providing an on-demand transit option or by
assisting a community partner to take the lead in
providing these services. (Additional information
potential

partnerships

with

these

organizations is provided on page 100.)
TM-5.b. Evaluate

opportunities

to

coordination

and

local

for public transit services. Although current
demand is not substantial enough to warrant the

TM-5.a. Coordinate with local stakeholders to address

on

regional

monitoring regarding the potential future need

increase

establishment of a dedicated public transit
agency, the City should continue coordination
with John Brown University, the Northwest
Arkansas

Regional

(NWARPC),

and

Planning

Ozark

Commission

Regional

Transit.

Population growth and the development of
higher density activity centers will benefit from
greater transportation choices in the coming
years and the City should be ready to integrate
new services without having to rebuild existing
infrastructure to accommodate buses and other
services.
TM-5.d. Consider

additional

infrastructure

to

accommodate residents and visitors who drive
Electric Vehicles (EVs). The City has installed
one EV charging station to date, located near the
City Library. More EVs are entering the market

the

availability of taxi or rideshare services within
Siloam Springs. The City operates a scheduled
transportation service for elderly and disabled
residents, however existing service within the

as automakers pursue reductions in emissions
and

other

environmental

improvements.

Additionally, the production of EVs is becoming
a booming industry within the region, which is
likely to result in an increase in these vehicles.

community is limited, which restricts the ability of
residents who may not be able to drive or do not
feel comfortable driving to reach destinations
within the community and throughout the region.
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Economic
Development
Economic development is the growth and increase
of wealth in a region. Economic development also
includes improving the prosperity of people,
expansion of jobs, housing, and overall economic
conditions.

This

comprehensive

initiative

addresses land use, but also integrates economic
development and market-oriented opportunities.
Ultimately, this plan creates a path to expand
economic conditions and opportunities for Siloam
Springs and the greater region.
Economic growth must balance the physical
opportunities (including context, character, and
physical size), community desires, and market
potential. The nexus of these attributes is where
economic potential can achieve the greatest
alignment and create the most value for Siloam
Springs.
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Intended Outcomes
The Siloam Springs Future Land Use Plan creates

issues can cause increased stress on a city’s

competitive communities must invest in quality of

a program for future land uses and development

budget and contribute to the need to raise taxes or

life and amenities to compete on attracting talent.

character and is rooted in context of the economic

reduce services.

benefits that it creates. Land use and economic
development policy shapes future sustainability
and fiscal resiliency by supporting quality marketbased decision making with context sensitive
development patterns.

Future zonings should align with the Future Land

The results of this initiative should expand Siloam

Use Plan to ensure fiscal resiliency. In addition, the

Springs’ tax base, increase the variety of primary

comprehensive plan should integrate strategic

jobs, improve housing diversity, and attract more

economic development policies that support the

resilient commercial uses. Economic development

land use and community goals with a focus on

is also about maintenance of existing assets. Cities

reinvestment, as well as revitalization.

Periodically updating comprehensive plans allows

must

a city to adjust to market changes and align with

infrastructure to ensure first-class infrastructure,

economic cycles and review progress to mitigate

accommodate increasing operating expenses of

factors that may contribute to a vicious cycle. These

cities, and realign conflicting land uses. In addition,

July 2022

also

continue

to

invest

in

existing
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Baseline Market Analysis
Purpose

Population

Households

The market analysis should serve as the foundation

Siloam Springs has a current population of

There are approximately 6,399 households in

for

resilient

approximately 17,287 people (2020 Census). This

Siloam Springs (2020 Census). Approximately 52.2

Comprehensive Plan. Included within the market

marks a 14.9 percent increase from the population

percent of households are owner-occupied, and

analysis is a review of regional and local market

per the 2010 Census, which was 15,039. Increased

47.8 percent of households are rental (Census

factors that can be used to determine and align

population

for

2019). This is slightly less than the state and

economic development elements that have the

commercial services, increases the cost of service

national average of 66 percent owner occupied.

greatest propensity for success. The identification

for the City, and creates demand for new housing.

Increased

and alignment of these economic development

In the next ten years, Siloam Springs is anticipated

maintenance,

assets can serve as a springboard for Siloam

to increase by more than 3,500 people.

neighborhood integrity.

Population Composition

Household Income

Siloam Springs has a median age of approximately

Siloam Springs residents had a median household

28.6 (Census 2019). This is substantially younger

income of $47,016, and a per capita income of

than Benton County, which is 35.4, and the State of

$19,466 (2019 Census ACS). Although this is

Arkansas at 38.1. Younger populations are

below the Benton County median household

generally more productive in the workplace, have a

income of $66,362 and per capita income of

higher propensity for spending and growing

$34,442, Siloam Springs is positioned to capture

families, and attract corporate employers.

regional spending and continue to develop high-

a

sustainable

and

fiscally

Springs’ updated vision by aligning land-use
strategies and market potential to support and
maximize future development outcomes. Similarly,
the

market

analysis

underscores

economic

opportunities and assets within a regional and local
framework that can be utilized to identify unmet
needs and explore underserved opportunities.
These findings, integrated into the Comprehensive
Plan, will inform the policy framework needed to
construct a unified vision that leverages Siloam

creates

additional

demand

rental

concentration

increased

crime,

can

impact

and

overall

paying jobs.

Springs’ strengths, assets, and priorities.
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Residential Demand
This analysis calculated the demand for Benton

Table 6. Qualifying Income to Home Value/Monthly Rental Rate

County and applied Siloam Springs’ potential

QUALIFYING INCOMES FOR OWNER-OCCUPIED HOUSING

capture of the regional market demand. Siloam
Springs capture rate of the regional opportunity

HOME VALUE

<$100,000

$100,000$150,000

$150,000$200,000

$200,000$250,000

$250,000$350,000

$350,000$450,000

$450,000+

QUALIFYING
INCOME

<$35,000

$35,000$50,000

$50,000$75,000

$75,000$100,000

$100,000$150,000

$150,000$200,000

$200,000+

was determined by using historical (historical
growth rates, number of building permits issued on
an annual basis) and future projections. Although
demand for residential is a function of growth
across the greater region, the potential capture of
this opportunity is subject to the presence of
developable land, market factors, and the ability of
the development community to obtain entitlements.

QUALIFYING INCOMES FOR RENTER-OCCUPIED HOUSING
MONTHLY
RENT

$500-

$750-

$1,000-

$1,500-

$750

$1,000

$1,500

$2,000

<$35,000

$35,000$50,000

$50,000$75,000

$75,000$100,000

$2,000+

To better understand the typology and price points
of the total potential demand, the analysis accounts
for corresponding income range, age groups, and
product type (owner and renter-occupied). This
level of analysis allows for a significantly greater
understanding of the potential product types in
demand as the associated groupings represent
different preferences in terms of home typologies.
Table

6

represents

the

qualifying

income

associated with the affordable range of home
values/rental rates for owner-and-renter-occupied
households.
The residential demand analysis indicates that
Benton County is projected to grow by 2,507 total
new households on an annual basis over the next
five years (ESRI). Drivers of this residential growth
include

net

migration

and

natural

increase

(residents entering the homebuying life stage). The
projected annual household growth is anticipated to
generate potential demand for 2,388 households
July 2022

QUALIFYING
INCOME

$100,000+

Source: Catalyst
based on the number of households that meet the

Across all income categories, Siloam Springs has

criteria of qualified earners. However, potential

the potential to capture 554 new owner-occupied

demand for new owner-occupied households is

units on an annual basis. Of the total potential

also significantly influenced by the potential capture

owner-occupied demand, 74 percent (408 units) of

of existing renter and owner-occupied households

the total demand is anticipated to support market

in turnover; represented by both existing owner

rate product ($200k+). Additionally, there is

(12,496) and renter-occupied (8,104) households.

relatively strong demand for more affordable units

The total potential demand for new households in

(< $200k) as well (146 units). To better understand,

the region is anticipated to exceed 21,963 on an

the

annual basis for the region. Those existing

broken down not only by income categories, but

households who anticipate purchasing a new

also by age groups. The results indicate that the

dwelling unit upon moving coupled with net new

majority

qualified earner households total a potential

anticipated to result from household owners

regional demand of 13,859 on an annual basis.

between ages 35 and 54 (236 units).

owner-occupied

of

the

residential demand

owner-occupied

was

demand

is
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Figure 20 compares the owner- and renter-

Figure 20. Siloam Springs Annual Owner- and Renter-Occupied Demand

occupied demand by price range and age group.
Based upon this analysis, there is potential demand
for 240 units of renter-occupied housing that
Siloam Springs could absorb on an annualized
basis. More than 50 percent (121 units) of the total
potential renter-occupied demand is anticipated to
accommodate units that support market rate rents
of $1,000+ monthly rent. Like the owner-occupied
demand analysis, the age group anticipated to
generate the most demand lies within the residents
ages 35 to 54, as they are anticipated to generate
34 percent of the total renter-occupied demand.

Units

Siloam Springs Annual Renter-Occupied Demand
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
-

Ages 65+
Ages 55 - 64
Ages 35 - 54
Ages 25 - 34
$500 - $750
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Retail Market
The City of Siloam Springs is home to more than

Some of the retail strengths of Siloam Springs is

additional retail capture. Collectively, Siloam

1.7 million square feet of retail space. Most of the

that it functions as a regional retail hub and

Springs serves a regional population, and its

existing development is located along Siloam

gateway to Oklahoma. Downtown has unique

existing base/retail gravity will continue to attract

Spring’s primary retail corridors, US 412, and

character, and is home to several retail shops,

additional retailers and retail developers.

centered around the commercial core of downtown.

restaurants, and civic uses, which create gravity for

Siloam Springs retail market remains relatively
strong, with a low vacancy rate of only 2.3 percent
and moderate rental rates of $14.52 per square
foot. For comparison purposes, the average rental
rate observed throughout Benton County is $16.33,
and the regional vacancy rate is higher at a rate of
3.9 percent (CoStar).
Siloam Springs retail market has seen an average
annual absorption rate of 21,051 square feet over
the last five years. However, absorption rates have
slowed slightly over the last year, given the
economic conditions and global factors influencing
retail development. The past twelve months have
still seen Siloam Springs absorb more than 8,000
square feet of retail (CoStar). Retail sales per
capita were $27,196 (2020 Census) in Siloam
Springs, which is almost 200 percent of typical
State spending. This can be attributed to the higher
amount of retail within Siloam Springs, and more
specifically to its associated retail gravity.
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Retail Demand
Retail demand for Siloam Springs was calculated

Table 7. Siloam Springs Annual Retail Demand by Square Feet

to identify retail categories that currently have

Potential Supportable Retail Square Footage by Retail Category

“retail gap”. Retail gap is calculated by subtracting

Category

NAICS

Student

Workforce

Commuter

Residential

Total

retail expenditures (demand) from the current retail

Auto Parts, Accessories & Tire Stores

4413

37

-

214

1,737

1,988

Furniture Stores

4421

-

-

-

597

597

Home Furnishings Stores

4422

-

-

-

2,963

2,963

oversaturation (or an excess). The resulting

Electronics & Appliance Stores

4431

7

1,569

269

914

2,759

demand is converted from retail spend ($) into

Grocery Stores

4451

45

3,280

766

31,138

35,234

square feet of retail space using annual retail sales

Specialty Food Stores

4452

-

-

-

7,007

7,007

assumptions by category.

Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores

4453

-

-

-

3,874

3,874

Based upon current retail leakage/gap, there is

Health & Personal Care Stores

446, 4461

30

6,329

269

37,056

43,688

currently over 217,000 square feet of unmet retail

Clothing Stores

4481

13

1,180

294

15,740

17,230

demand in the Siloam Springs trade area.

Shoe Stores

4482

24

1,623

539

7,696

9,887

The largest portion of demand is generated within

Jewelry, Luggage & Leather Goods Stores

4483

11

1,236

257

3,638

5,145

the Health and Personal Care category, which is

Sporting Goods/Hobby/Musical Instr Stores

4511

-

703

269

3,631

4,603

responsible for 43,688 SF of the total demand.

Department Stores Excluding Leased Depts.

4521

-

2,110

269

20,351

22,730

Similarly, the Grocery Store category is responsible

Other General Merchandise Stores

4529

-

9,737

404

-

10,141

Office Supplies, Stationery & Gift Stores

4532

-

2,380

269

2,752

5,402

of which 19,927 SF is anticipated to support Full-

Used Merchandise Stores

4533

-

-

-

3,359

3,359

service concepts (Texas Roadhouse, Chili’s, etc.)

Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers

4539

-

-

-

4,429

4,429

and 4,841 SF is anticipated to support fast casual

Full-Service Restaurants

7221

28

3,093

453

16,347

19,927

concepts such as Chipotle, or Panera, for example.

Limited-Service Eating Places

7222

26

4,165

642

Large format Department Stores generate 22,730

Special Food Services

7223

-

-

-

5,468

5,468

Drinking Places - Alcoholic Beverages

7224

-

-

-

2,898

2,898

222

37,404

8,483

182,100

217,781

supply. A positive gap indicates that there is retail
demand that is unmet by the current supply of retail
establishments, while a negative gap indicates

for generating 35,234 SF of unmet demand.
Restaurants constitute almost 25,000 SF demand,

SF of the current unmet demand and Clothing
Stores are responsible for 17,230 SF of the total
demand.
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As a result of the existing business composition,

Office and Industrial Markets

Office and Industrial Demand

According to CoStar, Siloam Springs is currently

Siloam Springs has many of the fundamental

home to more than 437,000 square feet of office

needs for successful business retention and

space within the City limits. Simmons Foods, Inc.

expansion

(791,525 square feet) and Cobb-Vantress, Inc.

climate, access to a high-quality workforce through

(131,877 square feet) occupy a significant amount

local and regional institutions, and the existing

of office and industrial space within the City. Siloam

business clusters located in Northwest Arkansas.

Springs office market has been retrieving strong

Siloam Springs’ employers have access to a

rental rates, at $21.39 per square foot compared to

centralized U.S. location with access to quality

the average rate of $21.48 observed throughout

infrastructure and transportation routes, a strong

Benton County. Siloam Springs has been fortunate

cluster of existing businesses, and access to world-

Food-Related Industries

to experience a resilient office market with a

class talent including a large concentration of

vacancy rate of only 1.3 percent compared to the

white-collar workers. The Siloam Springs Chamber

•
•

8.9 percent vacancy observed throughout the

of Commerce goes on to explain that “This talent

County.

pool is fed by programs in engineering, nursing,

Health Care

Like the office market, Siloam Springs industrial
market remains strong as well. Siloam Springs is
home to 2.7 million square feet of industrial
development, which constitutes more than 10
percent of the total industrial development for
Benton County. Vacancy rates within the Siloam
Springs market are lower than the County at a rate
of 3.9 percent, compared to 6.4 percent observed
throughout the County. Rental rates within Siloam
Springs are comparable to the county at rates of

business

efforts,

and

the

pro-business

marketing,

and

political

many

other

concentrations at John Brown University, which is
in Siloam Springs. The Career Academy of Siloam
Springs (CASS) also contributes to the quality
workforce with students who graduate with the
skills

necessary

hydraulics,

for

entry-level

pneumatics,

positions

welding,

in

industrial

electronics, HVAC maintenance and operation, and
soon, health sciences and food sciences.”

access

to

talented

workers,

and

market

fundamentals (availability and size of land, etc.), it
is recommended that the City pursue the following
targeted industries:
Corporate Services / Information Technology
•
•
•

•
•

Corporate Headquarters
Customer and Technical Support Centers
Shared Services (Food, Retail, Logistics)

Advanced Manufacturing
Packaging

Medical Centers
Industrial and Generic Pharma

Sustainable Technologies
•
•
•

Energy Storage
Power Electronics
Solar Components

Transportation and Logistics
▪
▪

Distribution
Logistics

$5.24 and $6.01 per square foot, respectively.
Siloam Springs has experienced an average
annual absorption of nearly 36,000 square feet
over the past 10-years.
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Cost of Development
Revenue Implications and Cost of
Service for Siloam Springs

Methodology
The methodology utilized for this fiscal analysis

Projected revenues derived from the analysis

The Siloam Springs Future Land Use Plan (FLUP)

includes assumptions of build-out densities for the

include both future sales tax and property taxes

creates a program for future land uses and

FLUP’s land use categories using residential and

generated from the new development based on

development character that is intended to create

non-residential historical absorption rates observed

assumptions. The results include projections of

positive economic outcomes. As Siloam Springs

within Siloam Springs. The absorption rates utilized

future population, employment, housing units,

grows, the assumptions of these land uses (type of

in this analysis for both residential and non-

square footage of commercial uses, and resulting

development, density, etc.) can be achieved

residential product types were informed by the

fiscal benefits (net of the cost of service) over 10-

through thoughtful infrastructure investment, fiscal-

market

and 20-year time periods.

based zoning decisions, and context-sensitive

separate from historical development velocity.

development. To measure the potential economic

While this velocity is greater than historical

benefit and ensure a balanced fiscal approach to

development rates, it is based in market reality and

future

considered conservative in relation to potential

development,

an

assessment

was

conducted of the preferred Future Land Use Plan
scenario using a 10-year and 20-year timeline.

analysis

and

should

be

considered

capture of unmet demand.
The analysis applied recent historical market data

The purpose of this assessment is to review,

uncovered through the market assessment and

calculate, and ensure that the plan’s vision and

was modeled with median home values, market

outcome creates a positive net fiscal impact, or the

absorption tailored to the land use categories in the

projected fiscal benefits are greater than the cost.

FLUP, current demographic trends, and 2021 tax

Accretive

future

rates. These inputs were then used to project out

developments creates long-term sustainability if the

the 10- and 20-year time horizons to determine

plan is executed as envisioned.

fiscal outcomes.

decisions

will
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Table 8. Vacant and Redevelopable Land by Land Use Type

Land Use Assumptions

SUMMARY OF VACANT & POTENTIAL
REDEVELOPMENT AREA BY LAND USE TYPE

Detailed assumptions of density were applied
according to Table 8 and the Future Land Use
Types outlined beginning on page 28. These

Floor-Area Ratio
(FAR - Nonresidential) or
Dwelling Units per Acre
(DUA - Residential)

Acres

Industrial

0.30 FAR

284 Acres

Office

0.25 FAR

644 Acres

Commercial

0.25-0.5 FAR

906 Acres

projects new development.

Single Family
Residential

0.5-8.0 DUA

4,581 Acres

Annual Market Absorption

Multifamily
Residential

14-20 DUA

527 Acres

assumptions assume potential density values for
an acre of land based on the achievable
development

framework

for

each

land

use

category. These assumptions anticipate average
buildable acre potential for major product types
within each land use category. These values are
applied to vacant and potential redevelopment
acreages in the Siloam Springs Planning Area and

To

estimate

the

developable land,

annual
this

of

the

analysis utilized

absorption

two

scenarios. The first scenario (Historical Scenario)
utilized

recent

and

historical

market

data

discovered through the market analysis that aligns
with the FLUP, which tends to skew conservative
and reflect historical growth observed throughout
the community. The second scenario utilizes a

Table 9. Annual Absorption by Land Use Type
ANNUAL
ABSORPTION BY
LAND USE TYPE

HISTORICAL
SCENARIO

MARKET SCENARIO

Industrial

10,000 SF

20,000 SF

Office

2,500 SF

7,500 SF

Commercial

12,500 SF

30,000 SF

Single Family
Residential

65 Units

200 Units

Multifamily
Residential

50 Units

120 Units

market-driven approach uncovered through the
market analysis. This scenario assumes a greater
capture of potential development, reflective of the
opportunity. Both scenario assumptions are shown
in Table 9.
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Cost of Service

Table 10. Cost of Service Comparison

To understand the public costs related to this future

ANNUAL

CUMULATIVE

development and associated population, cost-toserve assumptions were made based upon existing
City costs. The per capita cost of service figure

HISTORICAL SCENARIO
SUMMARY

utilized throughout this analysis is intended to serve

HISTORICAL
SCENARIO

MARKET
SCENARIO

as a high-level metric and should not be

MARKET
SCENARIO

10-Years

20-Years

10-Years

20-Years

misconstrued as a detailed cost-to-serve model.
The cost of service was calculated by dividing the
FY 2021 general fund operating budget expenses
by the total daytime workforce and residential
population (ESRI). This results in a current cost of
service of $737.26 per capita (daytime employee or
resident).
Forecasting Revenues
Using these factors, Catalyst estimated future
revenues

associated

with

Income
(Property Tax +
Sales Tax +
State Aid)

$542,281

$1,502,996

$5,422,812

$10,845,625

$15,029,959

$30,059,917

Cost for New
Residents

$248,984

$692,826

$2,489,842

$4,979,685

$6,928,257

$13,856,513

Cost for New
Employees

$27,647

$67,582

$276,472

$552,944

$975,821

$1,351,642

Net New
Income to City

$265,650

$742,588

$2,656,498

$5,312,996

$7,425,881

$14,851,762

incremental

development based upon current values and
historical absorption.
Estimating Net Benefits
Finally, the cost of the new residents and
employees was subtracted from the new revenues
to identify the net new annual revenues generated
for the City. Cumulative revenues over the 10-year
and 20-year periods are also presented.
Net Income
The resulting net new revenues forecasted the
projected sales tax (City and County), property tax
(real and personal), and the additional state aid.
Financial calculations in all tables of this analysis
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are displayed in nominal (2021) dollars. The net

million under the historical scenario, and over $30.0

income to the City is estimated to be $5.3 million

under the market scenario. Most of this revenue (64

over the next twenty years in the historical scenario,

percent) is generated from single family and

and $14.9 million under the market scenario. Most

multifamily residential property taxes under the

of the revenue generated (as seen in the section

historical scenario, and 66 percent under the

below) is the result of the new commercial

market scenario. Revenues from City and County

development and the resulting property and sales

sales taxes make up an additional 24 percent of the

taxes collected by the City.

total annual revenues under the historical scenario,

Annual Revenues

and 22 percent under the market scenario.

The total amount of new revenues to the City over
the next twenty years is estimated to be $10.8
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Development Totals

Table 11. Annual Revenues

Depending on the scenario utilized for the 20-year
period, there are expected to be between 2,300 –

HISTORICAL SCENARIO

MARKET SCENARIO

ANNUAL REVENUES

6,400 new households and 6,754 – 18,795 new

TAX

% OF TOTAL

TAX

% OF TOTAL

Industrial Property Tax

$11,520

2%

$23,040

2%

Office Property Tax

$4,320

1%

$12,960

1%

Commercial Property Tax

$21,600

4%

$51,840

3%

Commercial Sales Tax

$75,000

14%

$180,000

12%

Single Family Property Tax

$243,282

45%

$754,601

50%

Multifamily Property Tax

$100,800

19%

$241,920

16%

Personal Property Tax

$26,496

5%

$73,728

5%

State Aid

$4,640

1%

$12,913

1%

County Sales Tax

$54,623

10%

$151,995

10%

Annual Revenues to City

$542,281

100%

$1,502,996

100%

residents within the City. The historical scenario
would create an estimated 750 new employees and
would generate $9.7 million in City and rebated
county sales tax over 20 years, while the market
scenario could generate 1,833 new employees and
generate $26.8 million in City and rebated County
sales tax. The total property value of new
development

created

through

the

historical

scenario is expected to total $698 million under the
historical scenario and over $1.9 billion under the
market

scenario.

The

anticipated

amount

generated in property tax (real estate only,
excluding personal property taxes) under the
historical scenario is $7.6 million over a 20-year
horizon and more than $21.6 under the market
scenario.
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How to Use this Analysis
This fiscal assessment can be utilized to better
understand and project future revenues and costs
to the City’s budgets and long-term planning
initiatives. It is included here as a snapshot-in-time,

Table 12. Consolidated Development Totals
HISTORICAL SCENARIO

Siloam Springs FLUP Consolidated
Development Total

MARKET SCENARIO

10-Years

20-Years

10-Years

20-Years

New Population

3,377

6,754

9,397

18,795

New Households

1,150

2,300

3,200

6,400

New Employees

375

750

917

1,833

New Revenues (Sales + Property
Taxes)

$4,830,178

$9,660,355

$13,380,888

$26,761,776

New Costs

$2,766,314

$5,532,629

$7,604,078

$15,208,155

Net Income

$2,656,498

$5,312,996

$7,425,881

$14,851,762

based upon assumptions made at the outset of this
plan’s implementation program. In the future, it
would be prudent to revise these projections based
on updated data and evolving circumstances.
Siloam Springs, like other cities, continues to face
many challenges, including aging infrastructure
and increased expenses to maintain infrastructure
and operate the City government. Potential
development should be financially beneficial to the
City and the people it serves. The land use and
economic
implemented

development
in

Siloam

policies

that

are

Springs

shape

the

continued sustainability and fiscal health of the
City. Future development needs to have a net
positive impact to the City as the City should not

Plan. Consequently, to achieve the financial

projects that are thoughtful and cohesive in nature

make it a practice to subsidize the fiscal feasibility

projections found in this section, it is strongly

will typically achieve higher returns and have

of a development project. Certainly, there are

recommended that the City adhere to strong fiscal

stronger

exceptions (i.e., projects with a high social value)..

strategy, public infrastructure investment, and

developments. Development projects that do not

Development must be feasible for the developer to

sound land use decisions consistent with the FLUP.

follow the FLUP should be carefully evaluated so

build, the owner/operator to maintain, and the City
to continue to provide services and maintain fiscal
health.

A key to achieving the plan vision with fiscal and
operational

sustainability

will

be

to

foster

development projects that are anticipated within the

Note: This analysis should not substitute for more

land use character program. Moving forward with

refined fiscal modeling for long-term City cost

the implementation of this development model, as

projections or zoning decisions; however, it can be

anticipated in this plan and the next step of the

a reference point for decision-making whereby

development code implementation, will align the

alternatives would deviate from the vision and

City’s strategic goals of fiscal strength and

direction established within this Comprehensive

community resilience. Championing development
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values

than

more

traditional

that their fiscal and social impacts on the City are
understood. This may include additional Citywide
modeling or case-by-case analysis of service costs
and return on investment. These studies may
consider proposals for annexation, economic
development incentives, zoning and land use
changes, and special development plans.
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Funding Sources

within the state, and to goods stored in warehouses

qualified businesses, while the Equity Investment

in transit to destinations outside the state. It is a

Incentive Program is a discretionary program

A Comprehensive Plan should serve as the “go-to”

“goods in transit” exemption. It is an important

utilized

document for City staff, the Board of Directors, and

incentive for companies that ship their product out

businesses.

other commissions in providing direction for the

of state and often an early item on a site selector’s

review

checklist.

and

evaluation

of

future

projects,

development proposals, and initiatives. Siloam
Springs can facilitate economic development
efforts of the community through appropriate
deployment of this document as well as case-bycase incentive issuance. Incentives should always
be evaluated within the context of achieving the
vision and goals set forth in this document. Some
of the most common and impactful incentive
opportunities available are outlined here.
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is a tool that local
governments can use to publicly finance needed
structural
infrastructure

improvements
within

a

and

defined

enhanced
area.

These

improvements usually are undertaken to promote
the viability of existing businesses and to attract
new commercial enterprises to the area.

projects that bring quality jobs to communities. The
AEDC would use discretion in offering assistance

cities to directly invest in economic development

for project expenses pertaining to locating a

projects. Examples of such economic development

company.

projects

include

retail

sales,

manufacturing,

distribution centers, headquarters facilities, and
research and development facilities.

targeted businesses assists start-up businesses in
targeted sectors that pay significantly more than
the state or county average wage of the county in

and state levels to help businesses grow and

which the business locates. The benefit for a

succeed in Arkansas. Although many of these

qualifying targeted business is a 10 percent income

financial incentives are administered at the state

tax credit based on its annual payroll, with a cap of

level, there are a number of smaller grants

$100,000 per year in earned income tax credits.

available at the City and County level as well. For
example, the Arkansas Economic Development
Corporation (AEDC) has the ability to share the
cost of project infrastructure needs by committing
Other job creation incentives available include the
Advantage Arkansas Income Tax Credit, ArkPlus

property taxes of a new project, either with an

Income Tax Credit, and the Create Rebate Cash

existing company expansion or with a new

Rebate.

Arkansas’ Freeport Law is the elimination of the tax

The discretionary payroll income tax credit for

Grants and loans are available at local, regional,

taxing entity to defer collecting all or some of the

rates.

The Governor’s Quick Action Closing Fund is an

Economic Development Act of 2017 authorized

grants from state and federal infrastructure funds.

especially in communities with high property tax

technology-based

The Local Job Creation, Job Expansion, and

and/or County. These agreements are for the

requirement by companies in their site selection,

targeted

incentive the State of Arkansas reserves for

Tax abatement can be offered through the City

company moving to town. Tax abatement is often a

towards

Investment incentives are distributed to businesses
through the Tax Back Program or the Equity
Investment Incentive Program. The Tax Back
Program provides sales and use tax refunds on the
purchase of building materials and machinery to

on finished inventory maintained by manufacturers
July 2022
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Economic Development Goals
and Strategies
ED-1. Build a strong and resilient economy

ED-2. In coordination with the Chamber of

ED-4. Partner with the Siloam Springs

that provides a range of employment

Commerce, pursue business retention and

School District and local higher education

choices and economic opportunities.

recruitment efforts that build on existing

institutions to strengthen workforce

and emerging industry sectors.

development programs.

ED-2.a. Schedule regular meetings with top employers

ED-4.a. Develop a plan for maintaining positive working

and provide timely follow-up on identified needs

relationships with local educators, universities,

and concerns to support retention.

regional communities, regional partners, state

ED-1.a. Pursue business retention and recruitment
efforts that build on existing and emerging
industry sectors.
ED-1.b. Attract businesses that match Siloam Springs’
assets or competitive advantage (Targeted
Industries).
ED-1.c. Support start-ups by providing incentives (office
space, grants, mentorship).
development projects that advance the local
economy through technology and advanced
practices.

ED-5. The City should focus on efforts to

users.

improve the aesthetics and appearance of

respond to key information needs of site
selectors and appeal to targeted prospects.

development, coordinating economic-oriented
projects with the economic development team,
and provide supportive policies and regulations
to advance projects.
the

adequate

accommodate

resources

high-quality

to

economic

properties.

established commercial centers and
corridors, and planned commercial areas.

ED-5.c. Align CIP investments with opportunities to
leverage private investment while increasing

resources

beautification and economic development.

(incentives),

policies,

and

investments.
position and market office and flex space within

economic development projects to ensure

downtown

appropriate

vibrancy.

development ready.

properties for potential redevelopment.

key catalyst sites, aligning and allocating

ED-3.b. Coordinate with Main Street to focus efforts to

available and

ED-5.b. Regularly monitor the availability of existing

ED-3.a. Develop and implement strategies to activate

Improvements Program (CIP) budgeting with
is

investment.
to maintain, update, or upgrade commercial

development initiatives by aligning Capital

infrastructure

the community through public and private

ED-5.a. Create a facade improvement program or grant

ED-3. Support and expand existing
business ventures in Downtown,

ED-1.e. Provide adequate resources for economic

officials and national leaders.

properties with potential to support targeted
ED-2.c. Maintain marketing and branding materials that

ED-1.d. Support high-quality and innovative economic

ED-1.f. Provide

ED-2.b. Create and maintain a database of key

to

encourage

employment

and

ED-3.c. Conduct the necessary outreach to identify and
activate

vacant

or

underutilized

parcels.

Consider utilizing property tax abatements
and/or other incentives.
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Housing
Communities are defined by their neighborhoods.
Retail, commercial, and other employment centers
provide jobs and the foundation for our economy.
Residential areas are where we live, raise families,
and invest in private property. Each of Siloam
Springs' neighborhoods face different challenges
and opportunities. Neighborhood revitalization is a
complex issue because it must be respectful of the
physical structure itself and the people who reside
in it, including their physical and financial abilities to
maintain the property's integrity.
This section of the 2040 Comprehensive Plan
provides an analysis and recommendations for the
existing neighborhoods and future housing needs
to ensure that Siloam Springs continues to be a
desirable and welcoming community for years to
come.
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Figure 21. 2021 Housing Study Key Takeaways

2021 Housing Study
In October 2021, City staff developed a
Housing Analysis to inform the City's 2020
Strategic Plan goal to "increase housing
opportunities

within

Siloam

Springs,

especially for workforce and market rate
housing the meet the economic and social
needs of the City."
This study is a more granular view of existing
conditions and trends based on real-time data
from development applications and building
permits processed by the City in the past 24

Residential Lots

months. This level of detail is more specific

One indication of housing demand is the number of residential lots in

than the aggregated census data from the

the development pipeline, seeking subdivision approval or installing

2019 American Community Survey (ACS).

required improvements to make lots available for new construction.

Recent census numbers show that the
population of Siloam Springs between 2019

Single-Family Housing Types

(16,715) and 2020 (17,287) grew by 572
persons

(Figure

8).

Trends

in

Growth has not been consistent across the

local

different

development reflect residential development

types

of

single-family

housing

documented in the study. While entry- and mid-

has increased in response to this population

level housing units are being provided, very few

growth.

executive-level homes are being built in Siloam
Springs.
•

Entry Level = 1,500 square feet or less;

•

Mid-Level = 1,501 to 2,499 square feet;

•

Executive Level = 2,500 square or greater.

Building Permits
The total number of building permits for new residential construction (not including
remodels or renovation of existing structures) has increased during the study period.
During the same period, the number of residential dwelling units has also grown.
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Existing Characteristics
The purpose of this section is to examine the
housing stock and occupancy characteristics

Figure 22. Summary of Existing Housing Occupancy

present in Siloam Springs today.

Occupancy
Occupancy refers to whether a housing unit is
occupied by homeowners or by renters, or if the unit

48%
Owners

is currently vacant. As shown in Figure 22, about 8
percent of the housing units in Siloam Springs are
currently vacant, compared to about 16 percent
statewide. This indicates that finding available
housing in Siloam Springs may be more difficult

44%
Renters

compared to the rest of the state.
The occupied units are nearly evenly divided
between owners and renters, compared to about
two-thirds owners and one-third renters statewide.
The higher percentage of renters in Siloam Springs
may be due to the student population at John
Brown University. Although providing adequate

8% Vacant

rental housing is important, many communities find
that owner-occupied housing is better maintained

= about 235 dwelling units

over time. This is a significant consideration when
planning

for

housing

and

neighborhood

Source: 2019 5-Year ACS

maintenance programs.
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Housing Age
Understanding the age of the existing housing

Figure 23. Year Residential Structure Built

stock can help a community to predict and plan for
future maintenance needs. If a large portion of the
housing stock was constructed during the same
time period, a community can expect many of the
neighborhoods

to

experience

potential

deterioration and decreased values around the
same time; conversely, an age-diverse housing
stock helps to maintain resiliency over time.
As shown in Figure 23, Siloam Springs' year of
home construction was clustered most heavily
between the years of 1980 and 2009, indicating a
relatively newer housing stock when compared to
the state.

Source: 2019 5-Year ACS
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Dwelling Type
Dwelling type refers to the structure in which

Figure 24. Number of Units in Residential Structures

housing units are located. As shown in Figure 24,
the majority – about two-thirds – of housing units in
Siloam Springs are traditional detached single-

1-unit, attached 6%

family homes. For comparison, about 70 percent of
housing units statewide are single-family detached

2 units 4%

units.

3 or 4 units 5%

Census Terminology

1-unit, detached
67%

5 to 9 units 4%

Other 33%

1-unit, detached = Traditional single-family

10 to 19 units 9%

home
1-unit, attached = Duplexes or townhomes that

20 or more units 2%

share a ground-to-roof wall

Mobile home 3%

2 or more units = Units that are not separated
by a ground-to-roof wall (e.g., stacked units,

Boat, RV, van, etc. 1%

triplex, quadplex, traditional apartments)

1-unit, detached
2 units
5 to 9 units
20 or more units
Boat, RV, van, etc.

1-unit, attached
3 or 4 units
10 to 19 units
Mobile home

Source: 2019 5-Year ACS
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Figure 25. Dwelling Type Map
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KEY TERMS

These terms are used in the following section and may be unfamiliar for some readers.

Additional information and recommendations related to these housing types can be found
within the Housing element beginning on page 73.

Missing Middle Housing
“Missing Middle Housing” is a term coined by Daniel Parolek that describes a range of multi-family housing, including low-rise, low-density
residential to duplexes to small apartment buildings that complement single-family neighborhoods. Missing Middle Housing in Siloam Springs
would likely include housing up to about 10 dwelling units per acre. These housing types are important because they can buffer low-density
developments from higher density residential and higher intensity commercial developments. They also help supply affordable housing options
for people in different phases of the housing cycle, including young families, young professionals, and empty nesters. Visit
www.missingmiddlehousing.com for more information.

Housing Type Diagram
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Housing Costs

Figure 26. Owner-Occupied Housing Costs as a Percent of Income

Households paying more than 30 percent of their

60%

income towards housing costs are considered "cost
burdened". The U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban

Development

(HUD)

defines

50%

housing

affordability as the ability to pay less than 30

40%

percent of housing income on housing costs. Using
this standard, the percentage of residents who pay

30%

30 percent or less of their income toward housing
costs indicates residents who are in housing that is

20%

affordable for their income level. Paying greater
than 30 percent of household income on housing
costs

indicates

households

taking

on

a

burdensome housing cost.

10%
0%
<20.0%

20.0-29.9%

As shown in Figure 26, the percent of owner-

25.0-29.9%
2014

30.0-34.9%

35.0%+

2019

occupied households that are cost burdened
decreased between 2014 and 2019; however, as
shown in Figure 27, the percent of severely cost

Figure 27. Gross Rent as a Percent of Income

burdened renters increased substantially.

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
<15%

15.0-19.9%

20.0-29.9%
2014

25.0-29.9%

30.0-34.9%

35.0%+

2019

Source: 2014 and 2019 5-Year ACS
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Housing Goals and Strategies
H-1. Support a diverse range of housing

H-1.f.

choices.
H-1.a.

Update the subdivision regulations to allow

should be located within walking distance to

cluster developments and pocket neighborhoods

housing types (e.g., 2-family dwellings or higher,

shops,

senior-friendly

by-right in certain areas (e.g., areas designated

townhomes, and bungalow court) are sufficiently

recreational amenities, but located away from

as Neighborhoods 2 and Neighborhoods 3 on

addressed and permitted in all appropriate

areas of high congestion.

the Future Land Use Map). Cluster development

Review the current development regulations for

short-term rentals).

H-2.a.

H-2.b.

the

Continue

and

increase

proactive

code

H-3.b.

H-2.d.

Expand the current fund and efforts to acquire
dilapidated properties to clear unsafe structures.
Establish a land banking program to sell
properties at reduced prices to support desirable
development (e.g., affordable housing or other
innovative developments).

Amend the current development regulations to

ground floor to be a retail or office use, with one
to two stories of residential or office uses above.
Additionally, parking should be located behind
the building and building setbacks should be

Coordinate with local nonprofit organizations

clean-up day annual calendar.

process;

should require at least three-quarters of the

minimized.

(e.g., faith-based, scouting, or other community

Communicate with local homebuilders the

(PD)

include mixed-use standards. Such regulations

available assistance (see H-2.a above).

service groups) to organize a neighborhood

Development

encourage their implementation.

seniors or low-income residents regarding
H-2.c.

Planned

however, allowing them by-right could help

becoming major issues. Provide information to

resources.

July 2022

current regulations allow these practices through

enforcement efforts to prevent minor issues from

to incentivize the rehabilitation of existing single-

which is valued at $200,000 or more.

front onto one shared common space. The

Coordinate with local nonprofit organizations to

homes as long as possible.

Housing Tax Credit, and philanthropic partners)

owner-occupied units, nearly three-quarters of

neighborhoods are typically smaller homes that

needed to enable the elderly to stay in their

Community Reinvestment Act, Low-Income

studies indicate a demand for more than 550

while achieving the same overall density. Pocket

seniors with minor repairs or other support

housing bonds, tax increment finance districts,

demand for higher-end housing products. Local

of the site to preserve another area of the site,

identify groups that may be willing to assist

waived fees).

residents regarding potential programs and

refers to concentrating housing units in one area

neighborhoods.

affordable housing (e.g., density bonus and

and multi-family homes. Provide information to

and

conditions to preserve our existing

Review the current development regulations and

Evaluate potential funding sources (e.g., HOME,

restaurants,

H-2. Proactively address neighborhood

practices for potential incentives to promote

H-1.e.

H-3.a.

incentives/grant programs. Such communities

compact development, accessory dwellings, and

H-1.d.

housing and neighborhoods.

Springs and consider additional development

regulations to ensure that Missing Middle

potential barriers to affordable housing (e.g.,

H-1.c.

H-3. Ensure quality design of future

(e.g., 55-and-older) communities in Siloam

Review the zoning code and subdivision

locations.
H-1.b.

Continue to plan for additional age-restricted

H-3.c.

When reviewing phased development concept
plans,

ensure

intentional

planning

and

coordination. Review should include elements
such as the gradual transition of density (i.e.,
highest densities located at intersections and
along major roadways, transitioning to lowdensity single-family neighborhoods in the core),
public recreational spaces, and consistent
streetscape and building/site design.
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Resiliency
A resilient community is one that is safe and secure

Examples of Community Shocks

Examples of Community Stresses

and includes supportive community features and

Flooding

Aging infrastructure

services. There is a direct correlation in the aspects

Tornado

Economic shifts

of resiliency and what one would consider a high

Hazardous material spill/contamination

Lack of access to healthy foods

Severe winter storm

Lack of access to parks and open space

IT System failure (ransomware attack or similar)

Unemployment

Extreme temperatures

Financial capacity

Earthquake

Environmental degradation

Transportation incident

Economic inequity

Utility failure

Crime and violence

quality of life.
Past

and

potential

future

natural

disasters,

significant population growth, changing climate
conditions, and the desire to preserve Siloam
Springs’ high quality of life present challenges that
will require the City to adapt to remain healthy,
vibrant, and strong. Siloam Springs faces a wide
variety of threats in the forms of shocks and
stresses;

these

shocks

can

abruptly

and

unexpectedly impact a community, and may be
exacerbated by underlying stress conditions, such
flooding that permanently closes businesses,
leading to job loss and decreased local economic
activity.
A resilient community is not only prepared for
natural and economic shocks and stresses, but
examines
conditions

its

social, economic,

and

vulnerabilities

takes
in

action

these

and

natural

to

minimize

areas.

Resilient

communities, as a result, are safer, healthier, and
able to adapt to ever-changing conditions.
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These terms are used in the

Part 3: Our Plan

following section and may be
unfamiliar for some readers.

Green Infrastructure

Sustainability
The most often cited definition of sustainability is “meeting the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”, as developed by the
United Nations in 1987. Since that time, conversations related to sustainability have evolved to
address the “triple bottom line” or “three Es”: environmental sustainability, economic
sustainability, and social equity. The term “sustainability” used herein focuses primarily on the

The term green infrastructure (GI) is used most
often in relation to stormwater controls, such as
bioswales, rain gardens, and permeable
pavement. GI can also refer to related natural
controls, such as using plants to filter the air or
to mitigate urban heat island effects.

environmental sustainability element, as the other two elements are better addressed within

Low-Impact Development

other sections of this plan.

Low-impact development (LID) is a broader
term, referring to any practice that seeks to
counteract the effects of development. LID
includes GI, but also includes practices such as
cluster subdivisions (i.e., increased and
concentrated density to preserve natural
areas), walkable neighborhoods, and bike/pedestrian-friendly transportation options.

All physical development of land affects the land and other natural resources, either positively
or negatively. Cities can require development patterns and practices that protect the natural
environment, such as safeguards for floodplains, slopes, and other environmentally sensitive
areas.

Bioswale or Rain Garden

July 2022

Green Roof

Permeable Pavement
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Healthy Community
Siloam Springs seeks to promote a healthy
community, supporting the quality of life of its
residents.

“Community

health”

is

a

broad,

interconnected term that refers to the physical
health, emotional wellbeing, and overall wellness of
a community. Multiple elements contribute to
community health, including the following:

increasing tree coverage. Water quality can be

Healthy Food – Easy access to fresh, affordable

improved through stormwater runoff controls and

food. Siloam Springs is also home to several

by actively monitoring drinking water supplies.

grocery stores, including Harps Food Stores, Aldi,

Social and Civic Engagement – Ability to engage
with other residents through organizations, events,
and

casual

interactions;

cultural

enrichment

opportunities; ability to be involved in City decision-

Shelter and Safety – Affordable, quality housing;

Walmart, and several specialty supermarkets
featuring traditionally Hispanic foods. Additionally,
the farmers market and The Garden community
garden provide alternative access to fresh produce.

making processes.

sense of safety and comfort within the community.
While

the

Housing

chapter

focuses

more

specifically on permanent housing needs, this
section evaluates needs related to short-term

Shelter and
Safety

housing.
Walkability and Recreation – Ability to walk or

Walkability
and
Recreation

bike comfortably to destinations and recreational
amenities within the community. Concentrated

Healthy Food

densities and a combination of residential and nonresidential uses help to create active, walkable

Healthy
Community

communities. A connected bike and trail network
encourages activity, whether for recreation or as a
mode of transportation.
Medical Care – Access to local emergency and
preventative care. Siloam Springs is fortunate to
have a high level of medical care available through
the Siloam Springs Regional Hospital, an urgent
care

facility,

and

multiple

doctors’

offices

throughout the community.

Social and
Civic
Engagement

Medical Care

Air and Water
Quality

Air and Water Quality – Low pollution levels and
a safe and reliable drinking water supply. Air quality
can be improved by reducing traffic volumes and by
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Figure 28. Elements of a Healthy Community
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Resiliency Goals and Strategies
R-1. Encourage development and building

that residents should keep in mind when

the Community Development Department, local

practices that reduce negative

considering installing these facilities.

non-profits, or local schools.

environmental impacts.
R-1.a.

R-1.d.

Review the existing tree preservation and
mitigation regulations to help preserve the
natural environment and rural atmosphere as the
community grows. For developing sites, the
current regulations credit preserved trees toward
the landscaping requirements; however, there
are no requirements to preserve or replace the
trees. Consider adding a requirement to require
the replacement of mature, native tree species

R-1.e.

Review the City’s floodplain and drainage

gardens. In addition to serving as a functional

standards and evaluate protections for riparian

rain garden and a public amenity, these features

areas and streambanks. Consider establishing a

can be used to demonstrate benefits to the

required setback or buffer from waterways to

community, such as slowing stormwater runoff,

reduce erosion and pollution and protect riparian

reducing flooding, and improving water quality.

areas. Encourage or require developers to

Several rain gardens currently exist at the City

design “single-loaded” streets along creeks (i.e.,

Library; however, there is no signage or

there are only homes on one side of the street

information readily available to inform the

and no homes backing up to the creek) to

community

increase

that

the

its

purpose and dispel

landscaping

may

access

to

creekside

trails

and

viewsheds. Update the zoning regulations to

unmaintained. Displayed information can also

establish a maximum percentage of impervious

describe how a homeowner could implement

cover for lots to reduce stormwater runoff.

Consider a policy to build future City facilities to

such a garden at their own homes. Additional

Update the current drainage design manual to

“green building” standards. Some cities use their

rain gardens could be appropriate at City Hall,

include best practices and green infrastructure

of Directors to remove especially large trees.

concerns

about

look

and possibly to require approval from the Board
R-1.b.

Consider the development of educational rain

facilities to exemplify their commitment to

approaches.

sustainability through site selection, efficiency,
materials, and building design. The buildings

Rain Garden at the Public Library

and their sites demonstrate the City’s preferred
approaches, educating the public and conveying
the

community’s

values

to

developers.

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) is an example of a rating system for
green buildings; however, some cities opt to
build to green building standards without seeking
official certification due to the expense of
obtaining the rating.
R-1.c.

Expand on the public awareness initiative to
provide information regarding wind and solar
energy opportunities in Siloam Springs. Prepare
an informational brochure or video to explain the
process, restrictions, and other considerations
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R-2. Enhance the community's ability to

R-2.c.

adapt to and recover from economic
trends, natural and manmade disasters,
climate variability, or other challenges.
R-2.a.

R-2.d.

wide range of community services. The City

individuals

during a disaster or other emergency.

homelessness. These structures are typically

R-2.e.

to create a one-stop clearinghouse for those in
need. A City staff position (long-term) or a local
volunteer (short-term) could serve as the primary
point person to maintain a list of providers and a

experiencing

chassis. The Genesis House developed a cluster
of four tiny houses near the Kenwood Missionary

Plan for one or more designated emergency

Baptist Church to provide transitional housing to

shelters that can serve the community in case of

families experiencing homelessness and plans

a major event, such as a tornado, winter storm,

to build four additional homes. In conjunction

or flood. Coordinate with local partners (e.g., the

with recommendation R-2.a above, identify

school district and nonprofit organizations) to

opportunities to support this effort and replicate

identify whether facilities currently exist and

similar developments.
A shorter-term option is to provide hotel

residents are aware of shelter locations.

existing services could identify overlaps or gaps

families

permanent foundations or transportable on a

develop a communication plan to ensure that

description of services. An evaluation of the

and

about 400 square feet in area and can be on

Periodically review and update building codes to
from extreme weather and fires.

should formalize the network of support services

vouchers to those experiencing homelessness

in services and potential unmet demands.

According to FEMA, schools can often serve as

Quarterly or biannual meetings of the member

or other emergency situations to provide

community

durable

organizations would help maintain regular

immediate shelter. The City should work with its

construction,

within

communications and identify opportunities for

nonprofit partners and local hotels to determine

communities, and familiarity for many residents

improvement or expansion.

whether local entities currently offer vouchers

make them ideal shelter locations in many

and consider whether a voucher system should

cases.

be established or expanded and how the City

Additionally, coordinate with the Hark NWA

shelters.

Schools’

centralized

Consider

locations

whether

current

facilities

(possibly with minor upgrades) could meet this

program to identify partnership opportunities.

objective.

Hark serves all of Northwest Arkansas, seeking

R-2.b.

Tiny homes can provide dedicated housing to

informs the community of appropriate steps

reflect the latest guidance relating to resilience

Siloam Springs is fortunate to be home to a large
number of nonprofit organizations that provide a

Develop an emergency response plan that

can support its partners in this effort.
R-2.g.

Establish practices and procedures to address

to help “residents connect to vital community

Several grant programs are available to fund the

resources and services”. Evaluate the role that

community needs and continuity of services

development of both community shelters and

Hark could play in the abovementioned agency

related to pandemics and other public health

private residential shelters, including FEMA’s

coordination.

crises. Review Planning Considerations for

Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) and

Organizations

Pre-Disaster

During the COVID-19 Pandemic, a guidance

Develop a hazard mitigation plan that is specific
to Siloam Springs that includes a deeper
analysis of the potential threats identified herein.
For reference, Benton County is in the process
of updating its existing hazard mitigation plan,
which is more than 200 pages in length.
Investigate potential funding sources for the
plan’s development and implementation, such
as grants from the EPA and FEMA.
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R-2.f.

Mitigation

(PDM)

funds;

the

in

Reconstituting

Operations

Arkansas Residential Safe Room Program; and

document

the Arkansas Hazard Mitigation Program.

communities and organizations address needs

Evaluate options for temporary housing and
shelter for those experiencing homelessness
within

Siloam

Springs.

While

cities

with

provided

by

FEMA

that

helps

related to communications, coordination of
resources, safety measures, and physical and
psychological impacts.

population sizes similar to Siloam Springs
typically do not have formal homeless shelters,
alternative accommodations can be considered.
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R-3. Provide opportunities for healthy

R-3.c.

Evaluate the Blue Zones Project to determine

lifestyle choices.

whether participation in this program would be

R-3.a.

Consider conducting an evaluation of Siloam

community

Springs’ various neighborhoods to determine if

communities promote well-being through the

certain areas have any challenges accessing

built environment, policies and ordinances,

fresh food and potential options to increase

healthier options, social networks, home and

access. Another option to expand access could

neighborhood design, and personal wellness.

be to amend the zoning ordinance to require that
sundry stores (i.e., “dollar stores”) include a
certain percentage of the floor area be dedicated
to fresh produce, meat, or dairy products.
R-3.b.

appropriate for Siloam Springs to enhance
health.

Blue

Zones

Project

R-4. Support the development of a skilled
and knowledgeable workforce.
R-4.a.

In conjunction with recommendation R-2.a (page

Identify additional locations along existing and

86), coordinate with local partners to evaluate

planned trails for workout stations similar to the

whether local workforce training would be

station located along the Dogwood Trail near the

beneficial to the community. Evaluate existing

university. These stations can accommodate

regional

various age groups and abilities by providing

applicability, such as the Reimagine Arkansas

opportunities for health benefits and recreation.

Workforce Project and the Workforce Alliance for

and

statewide

programs

for

Growth in the Economy (WAGE) program. In
addition

Example of a Workout Station

to

local

nonprofits,

engage

with

representatives from John Brown University for
potential cooperation.
R-4.b.

Facilitate the development of a center to provide
development resources to teens, such as
tutoring, preparation for college entrance exams,
resume support, and skill training. Evaluate
potential community partners, such as the Boys
& Girls Club, school district, and other local
nonprofits.
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Community Character
Community character refers to the many tangible

owners

and intangible characteristics of Siloam Springs

Downtown residents or employees parking in these

converting portions of Mt. Olive Street and the

that contribute to the City’s charm and originality.

spaces for long periods of time, limiting the

bridge to a two-lane configuration with on-street

This element of the plan provides strategies related

availability of these spaces for patrons. Others

parking

to Siloam Springs’ visual appearance, unique

have noted that adequate parking is available

recommendations are still in various stages of

sense of place, and overall quality of life for

within easy walking distance, but that some

implementation or consideration. The plan also

residents.

residents or visitors may be unaware of its location

identifies potential locations for future public

or that the sidewalks may not accommodating to

parking to offset the loss of spaces due to

pedestrians of all physical abilities.

redevelopment.

Downtown
Downtown – coupled with Sager Creek – is the
focal point for the community. The identity and
sense of place is strong within this area, particularly
along Mt. Olive Street, Broadway Street, and
University Street. Presently, Downtown includes a

have

noted

challenges

related

to

recommendations

and

from

wider

this

plan,

sidewalks.

such

Other

as

plan

In 2014, the City developed a Downtown &
Connectivity Master Plan, included to outline
phased improvements to promote revitalization and
economic development within the area. The City
has successfully

implemented

many

of

the

blend of historic structures complemented by
newer structures built to resemble a similar historic
style. Buildings are one to two stories in height,
mostly

featuring

brick

facades,

attractive

storefronts, and pedestrian connectivity.
Many residents note Downtown as one of their
favorite attributes or strengths of Siloam Springs,
and a desire to ensure that the area thrives over
time. Additionally, many residents feel that the
availability and location of public parking is a
primary concern facing Downtown. The core of
Downtown (Broadway Street, between University
Street and E. Main Street; and the cross streets of
E. Central Street and E. Alpine Street) features
angled on-street parking that is unrestricted and
free to the public. Some residents and business
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Arts + Culture
Arts and culture play a major role in the quality of
life throughout the Northwest Arkansas region,
including within Siloam Springs. The City is home
to a range of cultural amenities, such as the
following:
•

The

Chautauqua

Amphitheater

in

Memorial Park provides a unique venue
for outdoor performances and events
overlooking

Sager

Creek

and

the

Downtown area;
•

The Siloam Springs Museum highlights
the local history through permanent and
rotating exhibits, educational programs,
and events such as the Siloam Springs
Heritage Festival;

•

The Siloam Springs Center for the Arts is
an

organization

that

provides

opportunities for the community to view
and participate in performing arts, gallery
displays,

art

instruction,

and

other

programs;
•

Public

art

is

found

throughout

the

community in the form of murals on public
and private buildings, as well as a rotating
display of sculptures in Downtown; and
•

The

Siloam

Springs

Rocks

communitywide rock hunt, where local
residents paint and hide rocks for others
to find, share on social media, and rehide.
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Community Character Goals
and Strategies
CC-1.b. Consider whether a series of small area,

local residents in discussions about issues

neighborhood, or corridor plans would be

facing their neighborhoods and opportunities for

appropriate to promote and plan for areas

the future. Additionally, these communications

unique districts to leverage economic

outside of Downtown. Examples of such

can help identify the need for a neighborhood

opportunity and bolster a sense of place.

corridors may include corridors Mt. Olive Street,

plan (CC-1.b above) and help to lay the

Cheri Whitlock Drive, SH 59, Kenwood Street,

groundwork for such an effort.

CC-1.a. Prepare a greenway plan along Sager Creek to

Progress Avenue, Holly Street, and the future

CC-1. Develop community character and
identity by recognizing key corridors and

CC-2. Ensure community gathering spaces

protect the environmental integrity of the creek

interstate

while supporting community amenities, such as

appropriate small area or neighborhood plans

are incorporated in future developments

additional

may

and accessible for all residents.

trails,

parks,

and

creekside

bypass.

include

the

Other
historic

examples

for

neighborhoods

destinations. This “riverwalk” style feature could

surrounding Downtown and the area near the

expand upon the existing trails to provide an

sports complex and rodeo.

exciting and unique activity for residents and
visitors to walk or bike to key destinations
throughout the City. A greenway plan could also
evaluate the environmental considerations, such
as erosion prevention, water quality, and natural
habitats.

CC-1.c. Conduct

a

series

of

neighborhood-based

workshops or walking tours to ensure ongoing
awareness

and

open

communication

of

neighborhood needs and characteristics. These
workshops – sometimes called neighborhood
audits – could be led by City Staff to engage the

CC-2.a. In conjunction with LU-5.a (page 43), which
would require parkland dedication for new
subdivisions, require that parkland dedicated to
the City be publicly accessible and surrounded
by public rights-of-way/streets on at least two
sides. Increased accessibility and visibility
makes the spaces feel welcoming to anyone in
the community and avoids residents feeling as
though the public is intruding in their space.

Example of a Creekside Trail

CC-2.b. Consider requiring public space amenities
and/or parkland dedication for retail and office
developments. While cities most often require
parkland dedication for residential development,
some cities require similar dedication for retail,
office, and commercial uses to provide gathering
and

recreational

spaces

for

visitors

and

employees.
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CC-2.c. Ensure that all future recreational spaces include
amenities that are accessible for those with

Example of an Inclusive Playground

Examples of Retention Ponds as an Amenity

physical disabilities or other challenges (i.e., “all
abilities”

or

“accessible

and

inclusive”

playgrounds). Evaluate opportunities for grant
funding and other resources to help fund these
facilities. When possible, include amenities that
serve all age groups from small children to
seniors. Ensure that play areas intended for
small children are shaded and fenced in for
increased safety.
CC-2.d. In conjunction with LU-5.b (page 43) to develop
a parks master plan, consider whether new park
or other recreational amenities are lacking in
currently developed areas. Through the public
input process, many residents noted the lack of
recreational

amenities

in

developed

neighborhoods, particularly on the east side of
the City.
CC-2.e. Consider requiring or encouraging stormwater
management facilities like detention ponds to
serve as neighborhood amenities with features
such as landscaping, seating, and walkways.
Such amenities can turn a purely functional
piece of stormwater infrastructure into an
attractive recreational amenity.
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CC-3. Preserve the historic charm in and

Examples of Downtown Historic Charm

around Downtown Siloam Springs.
CC-3.a. Evaluate whether a form-based code or pattern
book would be appropriate in Downtown to
ensure that new development is consistent with
the current historic character. Review the
existing Downtown zoning (H-1DT) boundaries
for potential expansion opportunities.
CC-3.b. Review the regulations for the residential (H-1)
zoning

district

surrounding

the

Historic

Downtown and consider strengthening the
design requirements. Ideally, this would follow a
small-area plan as noted in CC-1.b on page 90.
CC-3.c. Identify grant and other funding opportunities to
help fund preservation and restoration efforts.
CC-3.d. In coordination with the Main Street organization,
enhance the façade improvement program to
contribute funds to those who restore the historic
character of building facades.
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CC-4. Protect our image as a desirable

Commercial Outside Storage Along US 412

community by enhancing the viewshed
along major corridors.
CC-4.a. Review requirements related to outside storage
and screening. The City currently requires
screening of commercial dumpsters; however,
additional requirements may be appropriate for
long-term outside storage, particularly within
view from the City’s major corridors.
CC-4.b. Review nonconforming provisions and triggers
for compliance (e.g., updated parking surface or
landscaping

with

change

in

tenant

or

expansions). Consider provisions to require full
or partial compliance with the current code to
improve the appearance from the street.
CC-4.c. Review requirements for commercial signage.
Consider whether monument signs should be
required along key corridors. Update sign types
to focus specifically on the sign form and
placement rather than content (e.g., “real estate
signs” or “garage sale signs”).
CC-4.d. In future plans for the potential reconstruction of
US 412, plan for a landscaped median to extend
the entire length of the City, similar to the median
currently present on the west side of the corridor.
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CC-5. Continue to serve as a center for arts

CC-6. Improve parking wayfinding and

and culture.

location services in Downtown.

CC-5.a. Increase the number of local events, festivals,

CC-6.a. Reevaluate existing Downtown public parking

and activities. Consider expanding existing

facilities for short- and long-term parking needs.

events

Festival,

Continue implementation of the 2014 Downtown

Homegrown Festival, Heritage Festival, summer

and Connectivity Plan’s recommendations to

music series, and movies in the park. Identify

increase on-street parking and consider whether

additional programing opportunities for Memorial

additional surface lots or structured parking is (or

Park and the amphitheater.

will be) needed.

such

as

the

Dogwood

Downtown On-Street Parking

CC-5.b. Coordinate with the Siloam Springs Center for

CC-6.b. Improve pedestrian connections throughout

the Arts to assist in identifying a permanent

Downtown to encourage visitors to park once

facility; coordinate with the Windgate Foundation

and walk to their destinations. Examples of

and JBU for potential partnerships or funding

potential improvements include safe crosswalks,

options.

wider sidewalks, shade, landscaping, lighting,

CC-5.c. Reevaluate opportunities to capitalize upon the
rodeo as a local asset and expand programming.
CC-5.d. Monitor the need for a City employee or
department to manage arts and cultural events.
Consider

whether

this

area

could

be

appropriately combined with a dedicated Parks
Department.
CC-5.e. Coordinate

CC-6.c. Consider

establishing

a

Central

Business

Improvement District (CBID) to fund parking
improvements. This would be an additional
assessment charged to Downtown business
owners to help finance the construction of a new
parking lot or other potential improvements,
rather than all taxpayers paying the cost.

with

the

Northwest

Arkansas

Council’s Creative Arkansas Community Hub &
Exchange (CACHE) program for opportunities to
enhance

pedestrian-oriented signage, and seating.

and

promote

arts

amenities in Siloam Springs.

and

cultural

CC-6.d. During the community input process, it was
mentioned that parking spaces directly in front of
businesses along Broadway are often occupied
by employees or nearby residents, which can
negatively affect the Downtown businesses.
Coordinate with business owners and landlords
to provide information regarding appropriate
long-term parking options to avoid parking in onstreet spots for long periods of time.
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Public Facilities +
Services
The provision of adequate public facilities and
services is a primary quality of life indicator and key
function of local government. Facilities that meet or
exceed

expectations

greatly

influence

the

desirability of a community. Planning for future
growth and development requires the City to plan
for

future

public

facilities

and

services

to

adequately meet the needs of existing and future
residents.
This component of the plan addresses the
expectations that the community’s residents have
regarding public services and the facilities needed
to provide these services. This section provides a
high-level assessment of the City’s existing public
facilities/services and identifies possible missing
facilities/services that may be appropriate for future
planning considerations. This will assist the City in
future capital improvement planning and other
budget funding needs.
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Existing Public Facilities and
Services
The City also operates its own electric utility,

Infrastructure
The City operates the water and wastewater
systems. The system includes a surface water
treatment plant, wastewater treatment plant, 153
miles of water lines, and 91 miles of sewer lines.
The City’s Streets Department oversees both the
City’s

roadway

network

and

the

drainage

infrastructure. The department constructs new
streets, completes repairs to existing streets,
repairs storm drains/drainage ditches, and is
responsible for maintenance of the City’s drainage
system.

providing services to more than 8,000 customers.
The City serves an area of 22.6 square miles with
187 miles of electric lines, one-third of which are
located underground.

Public Safety
The City’s Fire Department currently employs 54
full-time paid staff, including five command officers,
48 shift members, and one administrative assistant
operating

three

fire

stations

and

providing

The City’s Engineering Department oversees the

emergency medical services to the area. The

engineering design and construction of the City’s

department also offers a Rural Fire Membership

capital

of

Program, which allows residents outside of the City

development applications to ensure the provision of

limits but within the service boundaries to buy into

adequate public facilities.

fire protection coverage. A city’s fire services are

projects

and

conducts

reviews

often evaluated by their Insurance Services Office
(ISO) rating, which is rated on a scale of 1 (best) to
10 (worst); Siloam Springs has received a rating of
3. The Fire Department has a long-term desire to
open a fourth fire station near the airport to provide
increased coverage as the City continues to
develop.
The City’s Police Department currently employs 62
full-time employees, including 45 officers, 12
dispatch

specialists,

and

5

additional

staff

members. Level of service for police departments
is often measured through crime rates compared to
the state and national levels. Siloam Springs’ 2021
total crime index is 91, which is lower (i.e., less
crime) than the national average of 100 and the
statewide

average

of

132.

Based

on

this

assessment, the City’s Police Department is
effectively serving the community.
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Figure 29. Existing Public Facilities
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Cultural and Recreational
Facilities
The Siloam Springs Public Library employs 12 staff
members, with additional volunteer and donation
support from the Friends of the Siloam Springs
Library program. The Library offers a range of
programs for children and adults, as well as
numerous online resources to complement the
extensive in-person collections. The Library also
features a large meeting room for the community,
which can be divided into two smaller meeting
rooms if needed.
The City’s Parks and Recreation Division manages
the parks, trails, programming such as summer day
camps and sporting leagues, and facilities such as
the Aquatic Center, City Lake, and the Kayak Park.

services for the community; the City does not

John Brown University’s Sager Creek Mountain

presently have a dedicated long-range parks

Bike Trail is a five-mile soft-surface trail located on

planning department in place.

the JBU campus. Although not a City facility, this

City Lake Park is a 165-acre park that includes

trail is a unique asset for the community.

amenities for fishing, bird watching, walking, biking,
and paddling. The park includes a soft-surface trail
loop, a nature boardwalk, a bike park, and more
than three-and-a-half miles of mountain bike trails.
A

large

cluster

of

public

and

semi-public

recreational facilities are located between Cheri
Whitlock Drive, Progress Avenue, Tahlequah
Street, and Lincoln Street: the James Butts
Baseball Complex, Siloam Springs Golf Course,
Sager Creek Soccer Complex, Siloam Springs
Rodeo Grounds, and Siloam Springs High School’s
Panther Stadium.

This division focuses primarily on providing current
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Public Facilities + Services
Goals and Strategies
and other resources that may be needed to

P-1. Ensure that our built environment is
accessible for all residents and visitors.
P-1.a.

Develop an Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) Transition Plan to outline necessary steps
to ensure that public facilities, services, and
spaces are accessible and in compliance with

typically

evaluate

public

buildings and facilities, streets, sidewalks, curb
ramps, and crosswalks, following a public input
period where the community is invited to provide
input.

The

plan

should

identify

physical

obstacles in City facilities that may limit
accessibility, identify how and when the facility
will be modified, and identify the responsible
party for ensuring that the modification occurs.
P-1.b.

Private

businesses

are

requirements if it is

subject

to

“a place of

ADA
public

accommodation”, which includes establishments
such as restaurants, hotels, entertainment
venues, banks, salons, day cares, and many
more.

These

existing

establishments

are

required to comply with the ADA requirements by
removing barriers when it is ”readily achievable”;
if

the

requirement

cannot

be

met,

the

establishment should consider alternatives such
as curbside pickup to meet the intent. The City
could support local businesses by conducting an
informal consultation about compliance with the

particularly

P-2.d.

likely to increase as the level of impervious

in

surface increases; therefore, separating the
stormwater responsibilities from the Streets
Department may be beneficial in the future.

a number of mediums:
Open public meetings that are live
streamed via the City’s YouTube channel,
Active social media accounts sharing the
latest news, and
iii)

Monitor the need for the establishment of a
development continues. Drainage concerns are

currently seeks to promote transparency through

ii)

police

stormwater utility to manage drainage issues as

regard to responsible spending. The City

i)

citizen

mental and physical health agencies.

Continue to remain transparent in the City’s
processes,

the

include

intervention teams, and partnerships with local

of life areas and track trends over time.
decision-making

ride-alongs,

as

Examples

walks, de-escalation training for officers, crisis

Continue the Citywide resident surveys to

understanding of its performance in key quality
P-2.b.

accountability

increases.

academies, neighborhood watches, community

These surveys help provide the City with an

required for cities with 50 or more employees.
plans

community

assess community satisfaction with services.

required for all cities, a full transition plan is

continued

population

services as the community grows.
P-2.a.

Consider public safety/policing standards to
ensure

P-2. Continue our current high level of

federal requirements. While a self-evaluation is

Transition

P-2.c.

achieve compliance and accessibility for all.

An annual report prepared by the City

P-2.e.

Coordinate with the Fire Department regarding
potentially planning for a new fire station on the
east side of the City. This would provide
additional coverage as development continues
and help serve future commercial activity at the
airport.

Administrator outlining progress made
during the year.
The City is currently evaluating additional
methods to continue to encourage community
participation in and understanding of these
important processes. This will be especially
critical to monitor and evaluate as technology
and communication preferences continue to
change over time.

regulations, and providing information for grants
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P-3. Expand our technology resources to
provide convenient and equitable access
across the community.
P-3.a.

Access to high-speed internet has become even
more critical during the COVID-19 pandemic,
allowing children to attend school virtually and
many adults to work from home. Nearly 73
percent of Siloam Springs households have a
broadband Internet subscription at home, which
is lower than the statewide average of 77 percent
(2020

ACS);

however,

the

FCC

defines

“broadband” as speeds of 25 megabits per
second for downloads and 3 megabits for
uploads, which is insufficient for modern needs
like videoconferencing or streaming on multiple
devices.
The City should consider initiatives to increase
access to faster internet speeds. Some cities
have opted to establish their own municipal
broadband utility while others choose to partner
with local providers to ensure high-speed
access.
P-3.b.

Continue to evaluate the demand for free public
Wi-Fi in frequent gathering areas, such as
Downtown. Free public Wi-Fi can benefit the
local businesses and encourage additional
activity and gathering in these areas.
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Part
4:
Our
Strategy
Strategy
Part 4: Our

This part of the plan describes the steps that the
City can take to help make the community’s
vision a reality, and includes the following
sections:
Implementation Overview
Implementation Matrix
Performance Measures
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Implementation
Overview

Methods of Implementation
To be successful, the City must utilize this plan

A successful community is one that establishes a
clear vision for their future and identifies the steps
necessary to achieve that vision. This section
summarizes the plan’s goals and strategies that
address

the

vision

and

guiding

principles

established herein. Furthermore, this section has
been structured into a coordinated action program
so that Siloam Springs’ leaders, staff, and other
decision-makers can easily identify the steps
necessary to achieve the vision for the City
described within this plan.

Phased Implementation
It is crucial to understand that most cities cannot
afford to complete all desired tasks at once;

constantly and consistently, and it must be
integrated into ongoing governmental practices and
programs. The recommendations and actions
included herein should be referenced to make
decisions related to the timing and availability of
infrastructure

proposed

development applications; expansion of public
facilities, services, and programs; and annual
capital budgeting, among other considerations.
There are two methods of plan implementation:
proactive and reactive methods. To successfully
implement the plan and fully realize its benefits,
both methods must be used in an effective manner.
Examples of proactive methods include:
•

Developing a CIP and expending funds to
finance public improvements to meet

therefore, it is important to identify the top priorities
that are most critical for achieving the City’s vision.

improvements;

strategies outlined in the plan;

Many of these recommendations will take several

•

Updating the development codes; and

years to complete, but this plan will help Siloam

•

Establishing programs and partnerships.

Springs to identify attainable, short-term steps and
allocate resources and funding in future budgets for
more extensive projects.

Examples of reactive methods include:
•

Considering a rezoning request;

•

Development application review; and

•

Responding to requests in accordance
with stated policies.
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Minor Amendments

Plan Updates
Over the course of its 20-year planning horizon, the
comprehensive plan is meant to be a living
document

that allows

flexibility

for political,

economic, physical, technological, and social
conditions, as well as any other unforeseen
circumstances, that may ultimately influence and/or
change the priorities and perspective of the
community. The plan should be reviewed on a
regular basis to ensure that its elements are still

Minor amendments can be proposed at any time,
such as revisions to the Future Land Use Plan
concurrently with any rezoning that is not in
compliance with the Plan. Minor amendments can
be addressed by the City as they come up or may
be documented and compiled for a more thorough
evaluation via an annual review process. This is
also when the results of other plans or studies may
be incorporated into this plan.

relevant, appropriate, and applicable.

Major Updates

Annual Progress Reporting

More significant plan revisions and updates should

Once the plan is adopted, City staff should prepare
a yearly progress report for presentation to the
Planning Commission and Board of Directors. This
practice will make certain that the plan is
consistently reviewed, and any necessary changes
or clarifications are identified. It is also important to
provide ongoing monitoring between the plan and

occur every five to ten years. Major updates involve
reviewing the current conditions and projected
growth trends; reevaluating the recommendations
of the plan (and formulating new ones as
necessary), and adding to, modifying, or removing
recommendations in the plan based on their
implementation progress.

the City's implementing regulations to maintain
consistency among all documents.
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Implementation Matrix
The following Implementation Matrix is intended to
serve as a summary of the plan’s strategies and

Estimated Cost
Range

provide the City with a “to-do” list for implementing
the plan. Many of the plan’s strategies have been
abbreviated in this Matrix for readability; visit the
corresponding chapters for additional information.

Implementation
Timeframe

Implementation
Tool(s)

Plan Section

Plan Goal

Applicable Guiding
Principles

Strategies
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies

Mechanism

Land Use
LU-1. Use the land use goals and strategies contained herein to guide future development. (Page 43)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Family-Oriented, Safe and Healthy, Vibrant Downtown, Business Friendly, Connected Community, Fiscally Responsible, Natural
Environment
LU-1.a. Update the zoning and subdivision regulations.

●

LU-1.b. Use the Future Land Use Map when making zoning/development decisions.

●

●

●

$-$$

Code Amendment

$

Policy or Program

$

Code Amendment

LU-2. Promote compact and compatible development within appropriate infill locations. (Page 43)

» Guiding Principles: Vibrant Downtown, Connected Community, Fiscally Responsible, Natural Environment
LU-2.a. Update the zoning regulations to allow for increased flexibility for infill development.

●

LU-3. Preserve a natural greenbelt area around the outer edges of the Planning Area to mark entryways into Siloam Springs.
(Page 43)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Natural Environment
LU-3.a. Purchase land to preserve open space near key entryways into the City.

●

LU-3.b. Install gateways and greenways near key entryways into the City.

●

$$

Investment

$-$$

Investment

LU-4. Ensure that the City's growth management policies include best practices for fiscally responsible development. (Page 43)

» Guiding Principles: Business Friendly, Fiscally Responsible
LU-4.a. Require annexation (or development agreements) for utility service.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

LU-4.b. Consider the fiscal impacts of annexation.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

LU-4.c. Conduct a study to compare the City’s impact fees with the surrounding region.

●

●

●

$

Plan or Study

$

Code Amendment

LU-5. Plan for future recreational amenities to support projected population growth. (Page 43)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Family-Oriented, Safe and Healthy, Connected Community, Natural Environment
LU-5.a. Require parkland dedication in new subdivisions.

July 2022
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies
LU-5.b. Develop a parks master plan.

●

LU-5.c. Plan and budget for park maintenance.

●

$-$$
●

●

$$

Mechanism
Plan or Study
Investment/
Policy or Program

LU-5.d. Plan for future sports facilities.

●

●

$-$$$

Plan or Study/
Investment

LU-6. Review opportunities to leverage local assets for economic and quality of life improvements. (Page 44)

» Guiding Principles: Business Friendly, Connected Community, Fiscally Responsible
LU-6.a. Expand partnerships with JBU.

●

$

Policy or Program

LU-6.b. Develop an airport master plan.

●

$-$$

Plan or Study

LU-6.c. Coordinate with WOKA to promote marketing of the kayak parks and evaluate potential for new development
in the surrounding areas.

●

●

$

Investment/
Plan or Study

Transportation + Mobility
TM-1. Proactively plan for roadway improvements and connections. (Page 50)

» Guiding Principles: Connected Community, Fiscally Responsible, Natural Environment
TM-1.a. Implement improvements recommended by previous plans and require bike/pedestrian amenities in new
construction.

●

●

●

$$$

Investment/Policy

TM-1.b. Continue to pursue funding sources and potential partnerships within the region.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

TM-1.c. Continue to coordinate with the local school district on facility needs.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

●

$$$

Plan or Study/
Investment

$

Code Amendment

$-$$

Policy or Program

TM-2. Leverage the US 412 corridor to promote a positive image of Siloam Springs. (Page 50)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Business Friendly, Connected Community, Fiscally Responsible
TM-2.a. Work with ARDOT to consider “road diet” principles along US 412 if/when a bypass is constructed.
TM-2.b. Consider a zoning overlay for enhanced standards to improve community image.

●

TM-2.c. Evaluate and monitor the need for additional wayfinding elements.

●
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies

Mechanism

TM-3. Promote pedestrian and bicycle connectivity throughout the community. (Page 51)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Family-Oriented, Safe and Healthy, Connected Community
TM-3.a. Plan for short- and long-term pedestrian crossing solutions for US 412.

●

●

●

$$-$$$

Plan or Study/
Investment

TM-3.b. Plan and implement enhanced crossings and safety provisions near schools and other key pedestrian
destinations.

●

●

●

$$

Investment

TM-3.c. Continue proactive implementation of the Sidewalk & Trail Connectivity Plan.

●

●

●

$$

Investment

TM-3.d. Improve the bicycle and pedestrian connection between Dogwood Springs Trail and Bob Henry Park.

●

$-$$

Investment

TM-3.e. Consider adopting a Complete Streets policy.

●

$

Policy or Program

TM-3.f. Maintain regional coordination regarding trail connectivity.

●

$

Policy or Program

TM-3.g. Require sidewalk installation (or a fee-in-lieu for delayed construction) for subdivisions with smaller lots.

●

$

Code Amendment/
Policy or Program

TM-3.h. Establish crosswalk location and feature requirements.

●

$

Code Amendment

TM-3.i. Consider revising the maximum block length requirements to support walkability.

●

$

Code Amendment

TM-3.j. Revisit access management controls along the City’s major corridors.

●

$

Code Amendment

TM-3.k. Evaluate the minimum number of access points for new residential subdivisions.

●

$

Code Amendment

$

Code Amendment

$$

Investment

●

●

TM-4. Establish greenways and gateways to distinguish the entryways into Siloam Springs. (Page 55)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Natural Environment
TM-4.a. Develop alternative configurations for the Parkway roadway cross-section and update the Master Street Plan
to designate appropriate locations.

●

TM-4.b. Enhance the existing entryway signage along the corridors.

●

TM-5. Evaluate alternatives for public transportation to increase mobility within and through the community. (Page 57)

» Guiding Principles: Safe and Healthy, Connected Community
TM-5.a. Coordinate with local stakeholders to address short-term transit solutions.

●

●

TM-5.b. Evaluate opportunities to increase the availability of taxi or rideshare services within Siloam Springs.

●

●
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies
TM-5.c. Continue regional coordination and local monitoring regarding the potential future need for public transit
services.

●

●

TM-5.d. Consider additional infrastructure to accommodate residents and visitors who drive electronic vehicles (EVs).

●

●

●

Mechanism

$

Policy or Program

$-$$

Investment

Economic Development
ED-1. Build a strong and resilient economy that provides a range of employment choices and economic opportunities. (Page 72)

» Guiding Principles: Business Friendly, Fiscally Responsible
ED-1.a. Pursue business retention and recruitment efforts that build on existing and emerging industry sectors.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

ED-1.b. Attract businesses that match Siloam Springs’ assets or competitive advantage (Targeted Industries).

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

ED-1.c. Support start-ups by providing incentives (office space, grants, mentorship).

●

●

●

$-$$

Investment/
Policy or Program

ED-1.d. Support high-quality and innovative economic development projects that advance the local economy through
technology and advanced practices.

●

ED-1.e. Provide adequate resources for economic development, coordinating economic-oriented projects with the
economic development team, and provide supportive policies and regulations to advance projects.

●

ED-1.f. Align the CIP with economic development projects to ensure infrastructure is available.

●

●

●

$$

Investment/
Policy or Program

●

●

$$

Investment/
Policy or Program

●

●

$$-$$$

Investment/
Policy or Program

ED-2. In coordination with the Chamber of Commerce, pursue business retention and recruitment efforts that build on
existing and emerging industry sectors. (Page 72)

» Guiding Principles: Business Friendly, Fiscally Responsible
ED-2.a. Schedule regular meetings with top employers and provide timely follow-up on identified needs and concerns
to support retention.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

ED-2.b. Create and maintain a database of key properties with potential to support targeted users.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

ED-2.c. Maintain marketing and branding materials that respond to key information needs of site selectors and appeal
to targeted prospects.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies

Mechanism

ED-3. Support and expand existing business ventures in Downtown, established commercial centers and corridors, and
planned commercial areas. (Page 72)

» Guiding Principles: Vibrant Downtown, Business Friendly, Fiscally Responsible
ED-3.a. Develop and implement strategies to activate key catalyst sites, aligning and allocating resources
(incentives), policies, and investments.

●

ED-3.b. Coordinate with Main Street to focus efforts to position and market office and flex space within downtown to
encourage employment and vibrancy.

●

ED-3.c. Conduct the necessary outreach to identify and activate vacant or underutilized parcels. Consider utilizing
property tax abatements and/or other incentives.

●

●

●

●

●

$-$$$

Policy/Investment

$-$$

Policy/Investment

$

Plan or Study

ED-4. Partner with the Siloam Springs School District and local higher education institutions to strengthen workforce
development programs. (Page 72)

» Guiding Principles: Family-Oriented, Connected Community
ED-4.a. Develop a plan for maintaining positive working relationships with local educators, universities, regional
communities, regional partners, state officials and national leaders.

●

$

Plan or Study

ED-5. The City should focus on efforts to improve the aesthetics and appearance of the community through public and private
investment. (Page 72)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Vibrant Downtown, Business Friendly, Fiscally Responsible
ED-5.a. Create a facade improvement program or grant to maintain, update, or upgrade commercial properties.

●

$$

Investment
Policy or Program

ED-5.b. Regularly monitor the availability of existing properties for potential redevelopment.

●

●

●

$

ED-5.c. Align CIP investments with opportunities to leverage private investment while increasing beautification and
economic development.

●

●

●

$-$$$
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies

Mechanism

Housing
H-1. Support a diverse range of housing choices. (Page 81)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Family-Oriented
H-1.a. Review regulations to ensure that “Missing Middle” housing types are permitted in the appropriate locations.

●

$

Code Amendment

H-1.b. Review regulations for potential barriers to affordable housing.

●

$

Code Amendment

H-1.c. Review regulations and practices for potential incentives to promote affordable housing.

●

$

Code Amendment

H-1.d. Evaluate potential funding sources to incentive rehabilitation of existing single-family and multi-family homes
and prepare information to provide to residents regarding resources.

●

$

Plan or Study

H-1.e. Communicate with local homebuilders the demand for higher-end housing products.

●

●

$

Policy or Program

H-1.f. Continue to plan for and support age-restricted senior communities.

●

●

$

Plan or Study

$

Policy or Program

$-$$

Policy or Program

$

Policy or Program

H-2. Proactively address neighborhood conditions to preserve our existing neighborhoods. (Page 81)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Family-Oriented, Safe and Healthy, Connected Community
H-2.a. Coordinate with local nonprofits to identify volunteers to help senior citizens with minor repairs.

●

H-2.b. Continue and increase code enforcement efforts.

●

H-2.c. Coordinate with local nonprofits to organize neighborhood clean-up day calendars.

●

H-2.d. Expand funding to acquire/demolish unsafe structures and establish a land banking program to sell properties
at reduced prices for desirable development.

●

●

●

$$-$$$

Investment/
Policy or Program

H-3. Ensure quality design of future housing and neighborhoods. (Page 81)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Connected Community, Natural Environment
H-3.a. Amend regulations to allow innovative residential designs (e.g., cluster/conservation subdivisions).

●

$

Code Amendment

H-3.b. Amend regulations to include standards for mixed-use development (e.g., parking behind the building).

●

$

Code Amendment

H-3.c. Ensure intentional planning and coordination on phased development during the concept planning process.

●

$

Code Amendment
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies

Mechanism

Resiliency
R-1. Encourage development and building practices that reduce negative environmental impacts. (Page 85)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Safe and Healthy, Fiscally Responsible, Natural Environment
R-1.a. Review the existing tree preservation and mitigation regulations.

●

R-1.b. Consider a policy to build future City facilities to “green building” standards.

●

R-1.c. Expand on the public awareness initiative to provide information about wind/solar energy opportunities.

●

R-1.d. Consider the development of additional educational rain gardens.

●

R-1.e. Review the City’s floodplain and drainage standards and streambank restoration efforts (e.g., setbacks from
waterways, riparian area protections, maximum impervious coverage).

●

●

●

$

Code Amendment

$-$$$

Policy or Program/
Investment

$

Policy or Program

$-$$

Investment

$

Code Amendment

R-2. Enhance the community's ability to adapt to and recover from economic trends, natural and manmade disasters, climate
variability, or other challenges. (Page 86)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Family-Oriented, Safe and Healthy, Connected Community, Fiscally Responsible, Natural Environment
R-2.a. Coordinate with local nonprofits to formalize the City’s network of support services to create a one-stop
clearinghouse for those in need.

●

R-2.b. Develop a hazard mitigation plan specific to Siloam Springs.

●

R-2.c. Develop an emergency response plan that informs the community of appropriate steps during a disaster or
emergency.

●

R-2.d. Periodically review and update building codes to reflect the latest guidance relating to resilience from extreme
weather and fires.

●

R-2.e. Plan for one or more designated emergency shelters that can serve the community in case of a major event
(e.g., tornado, winter storm, or flood). Coordinate with regional entities to identify any existing facilities and
communicate its location to residents.
R-2.f. Evaluate options for temporary housing shelter for those experiencing homelessness in Siloam Springs.

●

R-2.g. Establish practices and procedures to address community needs related to pandemics and other public health
crises.

●
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$

Policy or Program

$-$$

Plan or Study

$

Plan or Study

$

Policy or Program/
Code Amendment

●

$$

Policy or Program/
Investment

●

$-$$

Plan or Study/
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Investment

$

Policy or Program

●

●

●
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies

Mechanism

R-3. Provide opportunities for healthy lifestyle choices. (Page 87)

» Guiding Principles: Safe and Healthy
R-3.a. Consider conducting an evaluation to identify any neighborhoods that may have challenges accessing fresh
foods. Consider regulations to require fresh food at sundry (“dollar”) stores.

●

●

$

R-3.b. Identify locations along trails for additional workout stations.

●

R-3.c. Evaluate the Blue Zones Project to determine whether participation in this program would be appropriate for
Siloam Springs to enhance community health.

Plan or Study/
Code Amendment

$-$$

Investment

$

Policy or Program

●

$

Policy or Program

●

$$-$$$

Investment

●

R-4. Support the development of a skilled and knowledgeable workforce. (Page 87)

» Guiding Principles: Family-Oriented, Business Friendly, Connected Community, Fiscally Responsible
R-4.a. Coordinate with local partners to evaluate whether local workforce training would be beneficial to the
community.

●

R-4.b. Facilitate the development of a center to provide resources to teens, such as tutoring, exam prep, and skill
training.

Community Character
CC-1. Develop community character and identity by recognizing key corridors and unique districts to leverage economic
opportunity and bolster a sense of place. (Page 90)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Family-Oriented, Safe and Healthy, Connected Community
CC-1.a. Prepare a greenway plan along Sager Creek to protect the environmental integrity of the creek while
supporting community amenities, such as additional trails, parks, and creekside destinations. Use the trail system to
connect key destinations within the City.

●

CC-1.b. Consider whether a series of small-area, neighborhood, or corridor plans would be appropriate to promote
areas outside of Downtown.

●
●

CC-1.c. Conduct a series of neighborhood-based workshops or walking tours to ensure ongoing awareness and open
communication of neighborhood needs and characteristics.
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies

Mechanism

CC-2. Ensure community gathering spaces are incorporated in future developments and accessible for all residents. (Page 90)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Family-Oriented, Safe and Healthy, Fiscally Responsible, Natural Environment
CC-2.a. In conjunction with LU-5.a (see page 43 regarding requiring parkland dedication), require that parkland
dedicated to the City be publicly accessible and surrounded by public rights-of-way/streets on at least two sides.

●

$

Code Amendment

CC-2.b. Consider requiring public space amenities and/or parkland dedication for retail and office developments.

●

$

Code Amendment

CC-2.c. Ensure that all future recreational spaces include amenities that are accessible for those with physical
disabilities. When possible, include amenities that serve all age groups from small children to seniors.

●

●

$$-$$$

Policy or Program
/Investment

CC-2.d. In conjunction with LU-5.b (see page 43 regarding developing a parks master plan), consider whether new
park or other recreational amenities are lacking in currently developed areas, particularly the east side of the City.

●

●

$$

Investment

CC-2.e. Consider requiring or encouraging stormwater management facilities like detention ponds to serve as
neighborhood amenities with features such as landscaping, seating, and walkways.

●

$

Code Amendment

●

CC-3. Preserve the historic charm in and around Downtown Siloam Springs. (Page 92)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Vibrant Downtown, Business Friendly, Fiscally Responsible
CC-3.a. Evaluate whether a form-based code or pattern book would be appropriate in Downtown to ensure that new
development is consistent with the current historic character. Review the existing Downtown boundaries for potential
expansion opportunities.

●

●

$$

Code Amendment

CC-3.b. Review the regulations for the residential district (H-1) surrounding the Historic Downtown and consider
strengthening the design requirements. zoning district. Ideally, this would follow a small-area plan as noted in CC-1.b
on page 90.

●

●

$

Code Amendment

CC-3.c. Identify grant and other funding opportunities to help fund preservation and restoration efforts.

●

$

Policy or Program

$-$$

Policy or Program/
Investment

CC-3.d. In coordination with the Main Street organization, enhance the façade improvement program to contribute
funds to those who restore the historic character of building facades.

●

CC-4. Protect our image as a desirable community by enhancing the viewshed along major corridors. (Page 93)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel
CC-4.a. Review requirements related to outside storage and screening.

●

$

Code Amendment

CC-4.b. Review nonconforming provisions and triggers for compliance (e.g., updated parking surface or landscaping
with change in tenant or expansions).

●

$

Code Amendment

CC-4.c. Review requirements for commercial signage

●

$

Code Amendment
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies
CC-4.d. In future plans for the potential reclassification of US 412, plan for a landscaped median to extend the entire
length of the City.

●

●

Mechanism

$$$

Investment/
Plan or Study

CC-5. Continue to serve as a center for arts and culture. (Page 94)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Family-Oriented, Connected Community
CC-5.a. Increase the number of local events, festivals, and activities. Consider expanding existing events such as the
Dogwood Festival, Homegrown Festival, Heritage Festival, summer music series, and movies in the park. Identify
additional programing opportunities for Memorial Park and the amphitheater.

●

●

$$

Policy or Program

CC-5.b. Coordinate with the Siloam Springs Center for the Arts to assist in identifying a permanent facility; coordinate
with the Windgate Foundation and JBU for potential partnerships or funding options.

●

●

$

Policy or Program

CC-5.c. Reevaluate opportunities to capitalize upon the rodeo as a local asset and expand programming.

●

●

$$-$$$

Plan or Study/
Investment

CC-5.d. Monitor the need for a City department to manage arts and cultural events.

●

●

●

$$

Policy or Program

CC-5.e. Coordinate with the Northwest Arkansas Council’s Creative Arkansas Community Hub & Exchange (CACHE)
program for opportunities to enhance and promote arts and cultural amenities in Siloam Springs.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

CC-6.a. Reevaluate existing Downtown public parking facilities for short- and long-term parking needs.

●

●

●

$-$$$

Plan or Study/
Investment

CC-6.b. Improve pedestrian connections throughout Downtown to encourage visitors to park once and walk to their
destinations.

●

●

$$

Investment

CC-6.c. Consider establishing a Central Business Improvement District (CBID) to fund parking improvements.

●

●

$

Policy or Program

CC-6.d. Coordinate with business owners and landlords to encourage employees and residents to avoid parking in
on-street spots for long periods of time.

●

$

Policy or Program

CC-6. Improve parking wayfinding and location services in Downtown. (Page 94)

» Guiding Principles: Vibrant Downtown, Business Friendly, Connected Community, Fiscally Responsible
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Timeline (Years) Approximate
Cost
0-5
6-10 11-20

Goals and Summarized Strategies

Mechanism

Public Facilities + Services
P-1. Ensure that our built environment is accessible for all residents and visitors. (Page 99)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Family-Oriented, Safe and Healthy, Business Friendly, Fiscally Responsible
P-1.a. Develop an Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Transition Plan to outline necessary steps to ensure that
public facilities, services, and spaces are accessible and in compliance with federal requirements.

●

P-1.b. Evaluate potential resources and funding to assist with retrofitting buildings for compliance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA).

●

●

$-$$

Plan or Study

$

Policy or Program

P-2. Continue our current high level of services as the community grows. (Page 99)

» Guiding Principles: Small-Town Feel, Safe and Healthy, Connected Community, Fiscally Responsible, Natural Environment
P-2.a. Continue the Citywide resident surveys to assess community satisfaction with services.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

P-2.b. Continue to remain transparent in the City’s decision-making processes and consider opportunities for future
improvements.

●

●

●

$

Policy or Program

$

Policy or Program

$-$$

Policy or Program

$$$

Investment

P-2.c. Consider public safety/policing standards to ensure continued accountability as the population increases.

●

P-2.d. Monitor the need for the establishment of a stormwater utility to manage drainage issues as development
continues.

●

P-2.e. Coordinate with the Fire Department regarding potentially planning for a new fire station on the east side of the
City.

●

●

P-3. Expand our technology resources to provide convenient and equitable access across the community. (Page 100)

» Guiding Principles: Connected Community
P-3.a. Pursue initiatives to increase service to households lacking high-speed internet access. Consider establishing
a municipal broadband utility or partnering with local providers to ensure high-speed access.

●

P-3.b. Continue to evaluate the demand for free public Wi-Fi in frequent gathering areas, such as Downtown.

●

July 2022

$ = <$100,000

$$ = $100,000-$500,000

$$$ = $500,000+

●

$-$$$

Policy or Program/
Investment

$-$$

Policy or Program
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Performance Measures
In addition to completing the actions outlined in the Implementation Matrix, the City should monitor its efforts and success related to the Guiding Principles. The following
performance measures are suggested to indicate whether the City is moving closer to the community’s desired future.

Inviting and inclusive
neighborhoods in a beautiful
natural setting showcase Siloam
Springs' unique community
character.

Measures

We value inclusiveness and
quality of life for residents of all
ages.

Measures

Siloam Springs offers active
lifestyle choices and services
that promote a sense of
wellbeing.

Measures

Downtown Siloam Springs
celebrates arts and culture,
local businesses, and the
history of the community.

Measures

Community survey score

Community survey score

Community survey score

Community survey score

Percentage of new homes

School district ratings

Crime rate per capita

Square footage of occupied

Percentage of households

Percentage of residential

Estimated attendance at City-

paying more than 30% of

customers past-due on utility

Percent change in median

sponsored events

income toward housing

payments

property values

ADA compliance projects

EMS response times

within ¼-mile of a park

commercial space

Code violation compliance rate
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Siloam Springs supports our
local business community and
attracts a wide variety of
employment options.

Measures
Business survey score
Total number of jobs
Job-to-population ratio
Commercial vacancy rates
Commercial square footage

The City is connected
physically, culturally, and
socially through programs,
organizations, infrastructure,
and shared experiences.

Measures
Percentage of households with
broadband internet access
Website traffic and social media
interactions
Trail and sidewalk miles

The City is intentional and
transparent in its decisions,
serving as a conscientious
steward of the community's
resources.

Measures

The City celebrates the natural
environment as an essential
component of Siloam Springs'
unique identity.

Measures

Community survey score

Community survey score

City’s GO and CO bond rating

Linear feet of designated

Net bonded debt per capita
Tax rate

greenway corridors
Energy source used
Acreage of parks per capita

Walk Score walkability and
bikeability
Neighborhood workshops
Connectivity index in new
neighborhoods

July 2022
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Part 5: Appendix

•

Joint Workshop | August 17, 2021

•

Future Land Use Map Feedback Boards |
Sept. 16-Oct. 8, 2021

Meetings and
Community Input

•

The Appendix is a separate document that

•

includes

the

community

input

CPAC Meeting #4: Housing & Resiliency
| November 18, 2021
CPAC Meeting #5: Community Character
& Public Facilities/Services | January 20,

received,

2022

meeting presentations, and notes from the
meeting discussions conducted during the

•

Big Idea Boards | Feb. 4-28, 2022

development of this plan. The following

•

CPAC Meeting #6: Implementation |

engagements are reflected in the Appendix:
•

CPAC Orientation: Introduction, SWOT,
and Visioning | February 16, 2021

March 15, 2022
•

Community Meeting #3 | May 19, 2022
in-person (or May 13-May 23, 2022
online or meeting kits)

•

Joint Workshop | March 2, 2021

•

Stakeholder Interviews | March 18, 2021

•

Joint Workshop | June 7, 2022

•

Community Meeting #1 | March 18, 2021

•

Planning Commission Public Hearing to
Consider Recommendation | July 12,

in-person (March 18-April 30, 2021 online

2022

or meeting kits)
•

CPAC Meeting #1: Guiding Principles,
Vision, and Goals | May 17, 2021

•

•

Board of Directors Public Hearing to
Consider Adoption | July 19, 2022

Community Meeting #2 | June 29, 2021
in-person (June 15-July 6 online)

•

CPAC Meeting #2: Land Use &
Transportation | July 15, 2021

•

CPAC Meeting #3: Economic
Development | August 17, 2021
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